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ABSTRACT
PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS FOR UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS
Yunus Altay
M.F. A. in Interior Architecture and Environmental Design 
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Mustafa Pultar 
January, 1997
The basic design considerations of an underground train station are tried to be defined and 
examined in this study. The issues covered are, basically, the circulation and spatial 
orientation, satisfaction of psychological and physiological comfort and safety issues. In the 
first stage of the study, data that can be used to improve underground train station 
environment was gathered. This data consisted of information on the major problems that the 
currently fimctioning systems are facing, various techniques and concepts developed to 
overcome these problems and evaluations on the effectiveness of such methods. With the help 
of the data and information gathered, a checklist on planning considerations for an 
underground train station was developed. The recently built Ankara Lightweight Public 
Transportation System’s stations were observed and evaluated as a case-study, according to 
the issues raised in the checklist.
Keywords: Underground Architecture, Design of Public Spaces, Transportation.
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ÖZET
YERALTI TREN İSTASYONLARI PLANLAMASINDA 
KULLANILABİLECEK TASARIM ÖLÇÜTLERİ
Yunus Altay
İç Mimari ve Çevre Tasarımı Bölümü Yüksek Lisans Çalışması 
Danışman: Prof. Dr. Mustafa Pultar 
Ocak, 1997
Bu çalışmada yeraltı tren istasyonlarınm planlama aşamasında kullanılabilecek temel tasarım 
ölçütleri geliştirilmeye çalışılmıştır. Ele alınan konular dolaşım ve mekansal yönlenme, 
psikolojik ve fiziksel rahatlığm sağlanması, ve güvenliktir. Çalışmanm ilk aşamalarmda, 
yeraltı tren istasyonu çevresini geliştirmeye yönelik bilgi toplanmıştır. Bu bilgi kapsammda, şu 
anda dünyada çalışmakta olan sistemlerin karşılaştığı belli başlı sorunlar, bu sorunlan 
çözmeye yönelik geliştirilmiş farklı yöntemler ve bu yöntemlerin değerlendirilmeleri vardır. 
Toplanan bu bilgilerin ışığmda, yeraltı tren istasyonlan tasanm ölçütlerini özetleyen bir liste 
hazırlanmış ve bu liste kullanılarak, Ankara’da hizmete yeni açılmış olan Ankara hafif raylı 
toplutaşım sistemi Ankaray dahilindeki yeraltı istasyonlan incelenmiştir.
Anahtar Kelimeler; Yeraltı Mimarisi, Toplumsal Mekanlann Tasannu, Taşımacılık.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the past thirty years, the social and economic developments in our country have led 
to a migration from rural areas to the big cities, and this, together with a population 
boom, has brought vast amount o f problems to the daily city life. With regard to rapid 
and unorganized expansion o f the cities, these problems easily found roots and 
flourished. Transportation and pollution o f the environment are two o f the major 
problems related to the quick development o f our cities. Together with residential 
problems, transportation has become the main issue that the local municipalities are 
dealing with. Other than building more roads or increasing the number o f busses, 
neither o f which helps to reduce the pollution or traffic, the primary solution was the 
utilization o f railed public transportation.
Railed public transportation is usually found in two forms; above-ground and sub­
surface. Above ground railed public transportation is highly dependent on the 
topographic characteristics of the city and also consumes a lot o f  above-ground 
valuable city space just like the roads and automobiles. Sub-surface railed 
transportation, on the other hand, is dependent on the geological characteristics o f the 
land, but does not consume much o f the valuable above-ground space. Hence, it can 
be considered as a system that works within itself, with minor relation to the other 
elements o f the city. The advantages o f underground public transportation has been 
best summarized by Lupiac, who illustrates the space-saving characteristic o f  the
metro by giving an astonishing example: the same amount o f  passengers carried by a 
single metro lane can be carried by 12 bus lanes or 32 private car lanes (213). As well 
as mentioning space-saving and pollution decreasing characteristics, he also explains 
the “regularity” effect o f the underground railed transportation system: “ No longer 
subject to the hazards o f routine traffic, a metro system may be fitted with automated 
or semi-automated devices”(214). Lupiac also points out the passenger carrying 
advantage and the commercial speed o f a metro system. However, a brief glimpse at 
publications about city transportation reveals the fact that both above and 
underground installations are quite expensive and should be carefully planned, 
foreseeing the needs o f the society they will be o f service. The International Tunneling 
Association report analyzing the cost-benefit methods for underground public 
transportation systems emphasizes this clearly (Blennemann, 3). It is stated that there 
exists a gap between transportation needs and existing systems, and the reason o f this 
gap has been stated as not only the extent o f the needs, but also the high costs. In fact, 
cutting the high costs o f  subways has become a major issue that the tunneling and 
underground associations are dealing with. This can be seen in an interview 
conducted with Russell McFarland, the director o f the Urban Mass Transportation 
Administration in U.S.A. McFarland states that it is not the technology but the process 
and the management that causes the more-than-expected costs (334). He explains 
how planning effects the cost and time spent. Examining the literature also reveals 
that, other then cost, planning and constructional studies on a city scale, there are 
some factors that are worth calculating with regard to human relations with his/her 
environment. This issue comes as one o f the main determinants o f  the functionahty o f 
such a system if the comfort and safety o f people is to be assured.
2. ISSUES RELATED TO THE INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE OF
UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS
2.1. INTRODUCTION
Train stations are the significant components o f an underground transportation system 
considering the human-environment relations point o f view. The architectural and 
finishing work gains importance in an underground train station, due to its 
characteristic o f being an underground public space. The impression an underground 
environment creates on people is very different than an ordinary above-ground 
building. The different aspects o f an underground structure have been discussed in 
various sources and there is also a number o f research analyzing this issue, which will 
be mentioned in the further parts o f this study. These aspects o f underground train 
stations can be categorized into four groups; the circulation and spatial orientation in 
an underground train station, the satisfaction o f psychological comfort, the satisfaction 
o f physiological needs, and safety in an underground environment.
The main problems related to the general layout o f an underground train station have 
various aspects that may be examined under different headings. Since one o f the aims 
o f this study is to bring together the data available under different sources, these 
headings may be related to the architectural areas ( or zones ) that are determined by 
the functions o f that specific area; namely, the entrances, passageways, access zones 
and systems, and waiting platforms. One exception to this is a common topic, which 
actually concerns all o f the zones mentioned above: wayfinding and signage. The 
reason for this separation is due to the fact that wayfinding and signage needs further 
explanation not as a part o f these zones but as a major problematic issue that we are 
bound to see at almost every part o f the system.
2.2.1. Entrance Design
2.2. CIRCULATION AND SPATIAL ORIENTATION
The entrance to the underground train station is the first point where the contact with 
the user takes place. Since the entrances are distributed throughout the city at various 
sites, they should, first o f all, indicate their function by their appearance. This issue has 
been discussed in various sources. The entrance itself may be a sign or an architectural 
landmark, as stated by Farray (118) or it may be blended with its surroundings, being 
a “transparent” architectural element, providing an agreeable view as stated by Lupiac 
(217). Carmody and Sterling, on the other hand, claim that if  there is no visible mass, 
finding the entrance can be difficult and confusing {Underground Space D esign, 173). 
Whatever the visual appearance is, the entrance should indicate its function through 
its design. The user should understand where he/she is entering, for what reason and
without hesitation (Fig. 1,2). The entrance shown in Figure 1 for example, does not 
provide enough information. The entrance shovm in Figure 2 on the other hand, is 
easy to find, and indicates its function by architectural and graphic means.
Figure 1. An Entrance to an Underground Train Station.
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993). 174
Figure 2. The Entrance to Frankfort Main Underground Train Station.
From Muller, Karlhans. The Architecture o f Transport in the Federal Republic o f Germany.
(Bonn: Inter Nationes, 1981) 97.
The entrance to an underground environment has certain psychological effects on 
people, the effects are usually negative due to the nature o f the activity; making a 
downAvard movement to a dark, underground and unknown place. However, using 
the right design initiatives, this problem can be solved, moreover can be turned in to a 
positive factor, that helps orientation and wayfinding. Carmody and Sterling discuss 
this issue in detail emphasizing the psychological issues such as claustrophobia, fear 
o f  entrapment and negative cultural associations ( Underground Space D esign, 175 ). 
They propose the use o f  spacious, well lighted entrances that are considered not as a 
separate part jfrom the overall structure, but as a transition zone which combines 
interior with exterior. Ylinen, also mentioning this problem, suggests the use o f 
horizontal or ramp-hke entrances if  there is enough space available, as this type o f 
structures can create an impression o f  easier access and more certain exit than stairs or 
lifts (6). He also suggests the use o f high quahty material on walls or other surfaces, 
and using plants or shrubs at the entrances in order to create a visual appeal. In Figure 
3, visual appeal is achieved by a series o f pools with plantation in the entrance.
Figure 3. The Stairway Entrance to the Les Halles Complex, Paris. 
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 187.
Another point that should considered is the access for the mobility-impaired people. 
The fact that these people do not prefer to use a secondary entrance other than the 
main entrance should not be neglected. The light intensity at the entrance and 
especially at the stairs should not be in contrast with the exterior level. This is also 
essential for users that are not mobility-impaired.
Creating a “sense o f place” is the most important determinant o f  the entrance design. 
This is supported in almost every study or observation done about the entrance design 
to an underground building. Other than safety requirements, the entrance means a lot 
to the user; it is here where people get their first idea on what may be awaiting them 
inside. Entrances should not be considered as just a pair o f stairs, as in Figure 1, or a 
tunnel leading the user to the trains, but they should give the user the idea that they 
will be safe and unconfused inside. Hector Guimard’s Paris metro entrances exemplify 
the notion o f creating a sense o f place very well. He constructed more than 200 
entrances between 1900 and 1913, stylizing the act o f traveling with metro. Today, as 
stated by Abramson, Guimard’s metro entrances have become a landmark o f Paris, 
and a symbol o f  both the metro and the age in which they were built (74). Though it 
is a fact that a well planned entrance using architectural “specialties”, such as a 
daylighted, spacious entrance using higher quality material, costs higher, if  the aim is 
the comfort and well-being o f  the people, certain expenses should be granted.
Figure 4. Access to Noisy-Le-Grand Station, Paris.
From Lupiac, L. “ Underground Mass-Transit Systems; The Optimmn Solution in 
Major Cities.” Underground Space 5 (1981): 218
2.2.2. Passageways
In currently functioning underground train stations o f the world, we can see that 
passageways are used, both for inter-connecting various parts o f a station, and also for 
connecting two different stations to each other. In some cases these passageways are 
utilized before entering the fare zone, for public use, as a pedestrian passage or as a 
shopping place where the customers are not only the passengers o f  the subway, but 
other people passing-by. Aside from their multi-purpose characteristics, there are a 
number o f architectural criteria that should be considered for the design o f  these 
connecting passageways. The first is that the passages should not be very long or 
narrow and the ceilings should not be low. Ylinen states that the length o f  the 
passageway should not exceed 40 meters, so that the people entering will feel that
they can exit easily (7). They must also provide a simple route avoiding mazes, 
winding stretches and darkness in order to provide safety and minimum traveling time. 
The first solution that comes to mind is to build a straight route, however the 
constructional and the geological characteristics o f the site may not enable this. Apart 
from this, straight routes have certain disadvantages. Farray first discusses the 
disadvantages o f  a straight route from the point o f view o f user psychology: “ ...a 
straight route evokes the immediate feeling o f  a distance which must be crossed, and a 
route which is too straight can instill a feeling o f claustrophobia ” . He also mentions 
other advantages o f a straight route: He emphasizes the availability o f  mechanized 
pedestrian-ways which helps to increase time-savings and reduce the fatigue that the 
users experience (120).
If  mechanized passageways are to be utilized, the design o f the environment that 
surrounds this system should not be neglected. Mechanized systems can be used to 
pass longer distances, without any fatigue and usually at a standard time. However, in 
some cases, these passages may have to cover hundreds o f meters. What is done 
under these circumstances, in order to prevent a long and dull trip, is usually the 
application o f artworks on the walls. One point that is brought up again by Farray, is 
to consider the speed o f the mechanized pedestrian-way (1 2  km/hr if  the passage is 
about a few hundred meters long) and its rate o f  accelerated vision. Farray suggests 
that the artwork applied under such conditions must avoid monotony and the 
repetition o f any theme, which may create a sense o f discomfort or weariness if used 
systematically (120). He points out that the artwork should be easy to view and 
understand (Fig. 5-7).
Figure 5. Moving Walkway, Ropsten Station, Germany 
From Muller, Karlhans. The Architecture o f Transport in the Federal Republic o f Germany.
(Bonn; Inter Nationes, 1981) 47.
Figure 6. Artwork Display in a Passageway, Sweden.
From Soderstorm, Goran. Art Goes Undergrotind. Trans. Laurie Thompson. Sweden:
(Centraltryckeriet AB, 1988) 199.
The lighting in passageway is important. N ot only does lighting provide safe passage 
against both accidents and crime, it may also be applied as a means o f increasing the 
quality o f the atmosphere and spaciousness (Fig. 7). This gains more importance if the 
passage does not have sufficient space due to the constructional or geological 
restrictions. Ylinen proposes the use o f  lighting that casts little or no shadow, together
10
with quiet colors in order to enlarge the apparent size o f a passage (7). Farray, on the 
other hand, states that any visual fatigue which may be caused by a contrast between 
bright and dark areas should be avoided, thus a uniformity o f  colour should be 
provided (120).
Figure 7. Artwork and Lighting in a Passageway, Sweden.
From Soderstorm, Goran. Art Goes Underground. Trans. Laurie Thompson. Sweden;
(Centraltryckeriet AB, 1988) 120.
Aside from lighting, other architectural elements can be applied in order to provide a 
less confined and understimulating environment. Carmody and Sterhng recommend 
placing interior windows that show other parts o f  the structure, if  possible 
(Underground Space Design, 210). For example, windows may afford a view o f  the 
waiting platforms, in the case o f an underground train station. However, placing such 
windows may not be possible in most o f the cases because o f  constructional 
limitations. In such instances, false-windows or niches decorated with art works can
11
be placed to reduce the narrow impression o f  the passageways. These niches can as 
well be used to display maps indicating the train routes or interconnections between 
the station passageways. If  such maps are to be put however, an area to look at and 
examine these should also be provided, in order not to impede other passengers 
passing through.
Wherever possible, day-lighting such narrow passageways will help to reduce the 
negative psychological impressions. As well as providing illumination, day-light will 
bring a feeling o f safety and will also increase the perceived space which helps to 
compensate for the psychological drawbacks o f being underground. The effects o f 
day-lighting will be discussed in more detail in the following chapters o f  this study.
Connecting passageways in an underground transportation system are very important 
both for functional circulation in the system and for the impression it creates on users. 
A well designed system o f passageways will save a lot o f time for the passengers 
especially in a complex system. In addition to providing a well-lit, safe, and 
psychologically undisturbing environment, passageways should always be kept clean 
with adequate air ventilation during the operational phase o f  the system. The 
acoustical quality o f the system should be kept in mind while deciding about the floor 
and ceiling materials.
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Underground halls include the areas that are used for waiting, thoroughfare, 
information and also the access control zones. The main function o f  these zones is 
providing transition between the train platforms and other parts o f the system. 
Underground halls serve as relaxation and waiting zones as a secondary function, and 
also in some o f  the train stations, shops or other commercial establishments are placed 
here. Due to their characteristic o f being a transition zone, the underground halls 
should provide adequate information on how to go where, therefore the principles o f 
wayfinding and signage should be well-applied. The underground halls o f the major 
train stations that are placed at the intersection o f several routes, tend to be very 
crowded and various people other than passengers can be seen here. In the examples 
o f such stations in Europe we can see a wide variety o f people including beggars, 
homeless, street musicians, etc. These people usually do not enter the fare-zone but, 
rather they inhabit the underground halls. The safety and comfort o f the passenger can 
be increased by using architectural means, such as avoiding sharp comers or providing 
adequate illumination.
Access systems are used to control the passage to the fare zone. In quite a number o f 
the currently active underground railed transportation systems, the access control 
systems are changed regularly. The main reason for this is the loss o f their 
effectiveness in time. The users find a way to pass through the access system without 
paying a fee. One solution to this is to utilize a number o f operators to control 
whether the controlling devices are adequately used or not. This solution, however, 
increases the expenses noticeably especially in a large system with hundreds o f stations
2.2.3. Underground Halls, Access Control Systems, Platforms
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and thousands o f  entrances. To design a flexible access controlling system that can 
easily be changed, on the other hand, will allow the ease o f applying different 
controlling methods at certain periods o f time when the old one looses its 
effectiveness. In this case there will be very little need for a controlling staff and the 
system may function as a really automated system. If  the passengers’ cheating is 
inevitable, then it will be wise to design a system that can be changed. Another point 
that should be considered about the design o f such a system is to choose a durable 
material considering vandalism.
The train platforms are the places where the passengers wait for and board the trains. 
For the benefit o f the passenger circulation, situations such as train delays should be 
considered. For various reasons certain trains may delay and this may lead to a 
overcrowding in the train waiting platforms. Being in an underground space with an 
outgrowing number o f  people will cause physiological and psychological discomforts. 
Because o f the great number o f people, the noise, humidity and temperature levels 
will increase in this enclosed, and in a way, isolated space. Since the main ventilation 
system o f the underground train systems is the piston-effect caused by the trains, there 
will be almost no other ventilation. These physiological conditions will also lead to 
psychological results such as fear o f entrapment or claustrophobia. Under these 
conditions, the passenger safety and comfort is questionable. There are some 
architectural means to lessen such negative effects, however. Providing enough space 
with emergency ventilation systems and well illumination will both reduce these 
discomforts and will also decrease the panic formed under the conditions o f  accidents.
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Wayfinding design is basically a set o f tools, devised to help the people to reach their 
destination in an unfamiliar or familiar environment. With the emergence o f large, 
public spaces which are above the perception scale o f human, the need for such 
solutions has increased greatly. It is evident that people have certain difficulties in 
perceiving and understanding such environments, not because they are ignorant or 
stupid, but because the environments are complicated (Sims, 90). When adequate 
wayfinding in a setting is lacking, a set o f  problems are likely to occur (Arthur and 
Passini, 7). Frustration and stress caused by feeling alienated, lost and being unable to 
find your way is the first problem faced. Functional inefficiency is another outcome o f 
the poor wayfinding design, causing a great loss o f time. Besides, the differently abled 
people will have greater difficulty in such a building, in terms o f accessibility. Finally, 
safety concerns (such as emergency exits) are endangered in an environment where it 
is hard to find your way.
Wayfinding, which is a major problem in many pubUc buildings, becomes even more 
problematic in an underground environment. As stated by Arthur and Passini (135), 
underground spaces such as parking garages, subway stations, shopping malls, and 
multifunctional urban complexes are among the most difficult settings to understand. 
Two major reasons are given for this difficulty. First is that the underground settings 
are usually less organized than buildings. The underground network in Osaka, for 
example, which links two main stations, a number o f  smaller railways, and the subway 
stations through shopping concourses, lacks any organizational principle. This 
complex has over fifty entrances and it is confusing for the foreigners and the natives
2.2.4. Wayfinding and Signage
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as well. As a second reason, it has been claimed that underground settings are difficult 
to understand even if  the circulation system is simple (due to the lack o f 
communication that is normally given by the outer form o f the building). Even a 
rectangular shaped layout becomes problematic because it is underground. A building 
above-ground has an outer form which can be perceived from outside. The outer 
form gives certain messages about what is going on inside. However, this is not the 
case in an underground environment. The outer visible mass, that is usually the 
entrance in the case o f underground train stations, hardly gives any message to the 
user about the setting they are about enter. In some examples, even a visible mass 
does not exist, but just a stairway going down to an unknown destination with a weak 
sign.
An additional third problem to these is the lack o f windows in an underground 
environment. Since there is no information about the exterior, the overall layout is not 
easily perceived, therefore people can not easily locate themselves, which results with 
a lack o f orientation. Bronzait, discussing the issue o f orientation in a subway system, 
states that it is difficult for a person to build a cognitive map if  the legibility o f the 
system is poor (579). Methods to improve wayfinding communication in an 
underground train station can be discussed under two categories: architectural and 
graphical.
2.2.4.1. Architectural Means to Improve Wayfinding
The properties o f  the natural and built environment play a very important role in 
wayfinding design; providing the users a variety o f wayfinding cues. Receiving basic
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circulation information by the help o f architectural features that define it in a built 
environment is essential for wayfinding communication. One solution to improve 
wayfinding and spatial orientation is to apply certain significant elements in the 
interior to help people maintain orientation. The main idea behind this method is to 
give identities to the different parts o f the environment so that they can be 
differentiated from each other, with distinct characteristics. For example, instead o f 
building monotonous passageways that look similar to each other but lead to different 
destinations, the passageways may have different architectural characteristics 
(different colors, materials, decorative elements, special illumination, etc.), so that 
they will have an “identification” which the users will recall when trying to reach a 
certain destination. This can also be achieved by utilizing architectural “landmarks”. A 
landmark, as described by Lynch (1960), is a simply defined physical object; a 
building, a sign, or a mountain. In a complex underground train station for example, a 
landmark can be a sculpture, or a decorative element that is placed at a main hall 
where different routes or passageways meet. This method will help people give names 
to places and improve wayfinding. People can describe each other the ways 
referencing on these landmarks, for example: “ ...go through the blue passageway, 
turn right from the statue,..” .
Another point that should be considered is the visibility o f certain paths, entrances and 
exits in the station. Paths that provide vertical access, such as elevators, escalators and 
stairs must be considered strongly within the spatial layout o f the setting. They should 
be perceived clearly, architecturally expressed and visible, leaving no need for a 
signage that identifies the circulation element. They should not be hidden and 
underestimated. Paths also should indicate whether the destination is accessible or not.
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The architectural elements such as walls, columns, etc. should not represent an 
obstacle against visibility from certain approaches. Especially, the junctions and 
intersection points o f paths should be clarified to help decision-making since at those 
points the user will usually have difficulty and will seek visual clues from the 
environment to orient himselfrherself
Briefly, architectural elements, integrating to the circulation system and expressing the 
main layout and organization o f the station, can by themselves be important cues for 
the occupants who have wayfinding difficulty.
2.2.4.2. Graphic Wayfinding Communication
The graphic components o f wayfinding design include system o f  signs, maps, 
directories, and other graphical elements. Their main purpose is to provide visual 
communication in the setting that will help the occupants understand the space around 
them, making it easier for them to reach the desired destination. It should not be 
thought that a successful signage system can alone avoid wayfinding problems in a 
badly planned building, however, signage systems provide essential supplementation 
to overcome the problems related to spatial orientation.
Basically, there are four categories o f signs, classified according to their function by 
Arthur and Passini (143). Directional signs indicate the direction o f  a certain 
destination informing the designated route to the destination. Identification signs, on 
the other hand, contain the information at the destination. Orientational signs provide 
a general view o f the setting in the forms o f directories, maps, models and basic
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schemes. Finally, informational signs give certain information within a setting such as 
the arrival and departure times o f a train.
The message given by a sign can be in two forms: verbal (typographic) and non­
verbal (pictographic) (Arthur and Passini, 150). The problematic issues, however, can 
be considered similar for both o f them and these problems are basically illegibihty and 
inaccessibility o f the signs, and unclarity o f the message (Carmody and Sterling, 
Underground Space Design, 255).
In order to improve the legibility o f a signage system, there are some basic guidelines 
that should be paid attention to. Firstly, legibility should be considered while placing 
signs within the setting, in terms o f at what distances the sign is to be perceived and 
recognized. Thus, the word and letters o f a verbal sign should be legible from the 
required distances. Lettering for directional purposes, including emergency signs, 
should be at least o f 4.5 cm height, considering angular distortion o f the human eye, 
possibility o f visually imperfect occupants, and inadequate hghting (Arthur and 
Passini, 166). Besides, letter spacing and word spacing should be designed so that 
visual balance is reached, whereas the choice o f weight (the thickness, the contrast 
and the proportioning o f  the letters) should be made considering legibility (Sims, 49- 
50). The signs should be placed correctly within the interior o f  the subway station, 
being in consistent and predictible locations (Carmody and Sterling, Underground 
Space Design, 255). The signs also should be differentiated from the background in 
which they are placed in order to be easily recognized.
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The clarity o f signs is another important issue discussed by Arthur and Passini (180).
In order to get the message through, the languague o f the verbal signs should be plain, 
easily understandable and unambigous using well known terms. The amount o f 
information given should neither be more than required (which may lead to 
confiision), nor they should lack the necessary information. For directional signs, the 
arrows beside the words should correspond to the actual setting. Non-verbal signs are 
advantageous to verbal signs since they can be understood by children, people with 
low education, foreigners, and illiterate (Ota, 22-24). However, they are successful 
only if they are easily understandable providing the correct information, perceived and 
identified by everyone in the same way. Orientational signs, such as maps, should 
emphasize the basic elements o f the circulation systems, such as circulation paths, 
landmarks, nodes, etc. to provide an accurate image of the interior space, avoiding 
confusion (Carmody and Sterling, Underground Space Design, 256). At points o f 
alternative routes, information on every possible direction and the following routes 
should be mentioned (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. A Map in an Underground Train Station, Sweden.
From Sôderstôrm, Goran. Art Goes Underground. Trans. Laurie Thompson. Sweden:
(Centraltryckeriet AB, 1988) 34-35.
Selection o f colour for a sign system is one o f  the most important aspects o f  design. 
Certain colours are expected to imply certain meanings in most o f  the public space 
signs. For example, Japanese, Enghsh and Turkish standards have conveyed similar 
meanings to the same colors: Red means prohibition or prevention; yellow used for 
warning; blue for mandatory; and green for safety signs (Ota, 139; BS5499; TS853). 
Colour schemes o f  architectural elements and sign systems may be integrated with 
each other, to enhance orientation and wayfinding for users.
Besides orientational signs such as maps, directories, etc., artworks, architectural 
features and other graphic material may be utUized to aid at wayfinding. For example, 
to enhance wayfinding in a transit complex in Helsinki, a figure resembling a large 
compass is placed on the floor. Likewise, in order to overcome the orientation 
difiBculty o f the underground subway stations in Tolq^o, photographs o f  buildings
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that are above the exit are placed, providing a connection to the exterior (Carmody 
and Sterling, Underground Space Design·, 254, 256) (Fig. 9).
Figure 9. Means o f Graphic Wayfinding Communication in Tokyo Subway Station. 
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. New York; (Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 254.
2.3. SATISFACTION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL COMFORT
Today, the functionality o f a built environment depends not only on its success in 
dealing with primary human needs such as heating, lighting, providing a shelter, etc., 
but also on the psychological comfort it provides for the user. Therefore, architecture 
today requires a broader sense o f knowledge and an interactivity with certain other 
disciplines then in the past. In the case o f  creating an underground environment, one 
o f  the major problems is to control the psychological disadvantages due to the spatial 
characteristics o f  the environment. The psychological effects which an underground 
environment instills on human beings are not uniform. They may differ from person to 
person, or even different societies may have different beliefs or attitudes towards 
being in underground. In addition, the general psychology o f  a passer-by is much
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different then that o f  an underground worker. In spite o f this, underground train 
station environments are quite similar to each other throughout the world. The main 
reason for this is that the history o f these systems does not go very far in human 
history, thus they are not very much effected by the cultural and technological 
evolution o f societies. Rather, they all speak the language o f  the post-industrial age.
The psychological effects o f an underground environment are usually negative, 
according to the studies done analyzing this issue. Research work by Wada and 
Sakugawa illustrates this very well: 79.8 % o f the people who work in a subway 
station stated they wished to work above-ground, 14.8% wished to work at a higher 
floor above ground, and only 6.6% stated that they are satisfled with their present 
location (36). The reasons for these answers were also given: bad air, oppressive 
feeling, low ceiling, noisiness, limited visibility, and being unaware o f the weather 
outside. Similar negative effects are also given by Carmody and Sterling: lack o f 
natural light, lack o f exterior views, undesirable internal conditions, etc. ( “Design 
Strategies..”, 59). Regarding the reasons given, it can be claimed that these conditions 
can be changed by using architectural means. Various solutions are being applied to 
alleviate the negative psychological effects associated with an underground 
environment in the currently functioning systems o f the world.
It should not be thought that the underground environments always bring negative 
psychological feelings. Certain studies conducted on the various underground 
establishments’ personnel, show that there are also a number o f positive effects 
associated with being in an underground environment. These installations, however
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are usually not public places like subway stations, but more private places such as 
space research centers, special companies, etc. (Hughey et al., 381-386).
2.3.1. “Humanization” o f the Environment
What is meant by the “humanization” o f  the environment is the creation o f  a warm 
and pleasant atmosphere by using various means o f architecture and art, in order to 
decrease the negative psychological effects the underground environment instills on 
people. This rather untechnical aspect o f  the underground train station design has 
gained more importance in time and today has become a major area o f  interest for 
those who wish to Ughten the negative psychology o f  the underground train systems. 
The discussions on transforming the underground train stations into more friendly and 
inviting environments is widespread on literature. Especially, in the cities "with fairly 
older systems, this issue becomes a major topic o f controversy, such as London 
underground : “ ...scruffy stations, bewildering ticket machines, unfriendly barriers, 
confusing signage and a mish-mash o f platform furniture have combined to create an 
unwelcoming, even hostile environment for the system’s captive customers” (Trevett, 
41). This criticism about the unfriendliness o f the environment covers not only one 
component (for example, only the furniture or the lighting) o f  the system, but the 
system as a whole: the image o f the system is unpleasant from the point o f  view o f  the 
user. Carmody and Sterling support the idea that an underground building may be 
considered “unpleasant”, even if  it has similar physical properties with a building 
above-ground. It is claimed that some individuals may experience claustrophobia or 
fears related to safety that result in negative reactions to underground spaces, and in 
addition to this, there may be a general negative association with death and burial
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related to underground. However, they also note that the integral drawback o f an 
underground environment is related to the fear for personal safety: “ It is generally 
assumed, however, that these attitudes are more closely related to a fear o f structural 
collapse, fear o f being trapped in a fire in a windowless building, or fear o f flooding in 
a fully below-grade space.... These negative reactions tend to heighten awareness o f  
and exaggerate objects to other physical characteristics o f the space that may go 
unnoticed in a conventional building. For example, small interior spaces, low ceilings, 
or entry down a narrow, dark stairway may increase these negative associations with 
being underground” ( “Design Strategies..”, 354 ).
2.3.1.1. Utilization o f  Artworks
One approach to overcome this problem is to make the station more “aUve” by 
utilizing art and social events. The main procedure for such an approach is to utilize 
artists as well as architects and engineers. Abramson claims that transit art projects are 
both decorative and functional, as they both contribute to the cultural life in the city 
and also help attract the users back to pubUc transportation. In addition, such 
applications will enhance the feeling o f safety, comfort and orientation in systems that 
are often unfamihar and disorienting (74). Lupiac suggests placing exhibitions and 
entertainment shows (Fig. 10) on the premises in order to further humanize the station 
(217). Another suggestion which is actualized in a number o f the underground 
stations in Europe (e.g. the Louvre Museum Station in P aris), is to use the 
decorative features characteristic o f the surface in the station platforms and halls.
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Figure 10. Rodin Exhibit at Varenne Station, Paris .
From Lupiac, L. “Underground Mass-Transit Systems: The Optimum Solution in Major
Cities.” Underground Space 5 (1981) 218.
A significant example using this approach is the Stockholm metro. In 58 o f the 
network’s 99 stations, 159 artists worked for thirty years to produce works o f art for 
the underground. The art works applied range from single paintings, to a completely 
carved station, and the Stockholm Metro is claimed to be the biggest monumental art 
project in Europe, and the world’s longest art gallery. Sbderstrom explains these 
efforts in the Stockholm metro as a way to make the journeys bearable and pleasant, 
and adds that these applications give the individual stations a characteristic and a 
recognizable identity (11). A noticeable point is that the travel by the underground 
trainway becomes a different experience than the ordinary transportation in the city. 
Every different station that one passes through may provide different artistic 
pleasures, or at least will let the passengers observe something different than endless 
tunnels and corridors made up o f  rock and concrete (Fig. 11,12). Another interesting
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point mentioned again by Soderstrom is that these applications have been widely 
accepted by the public and never led to a political disagreement; there was a common 
consent by all the parties. However, there is a major criticism today on the 
“durability” o f  these art works in time; durability both as physical means, (cost o f 
maintenance, etc.) and also as spiritual means, in the sense that certain popular 
artworks may have no meaning for future generations (Sbderstrom, 63-64). Another 
question that can be discussed on this issue is how exciting would it be to see the 
same pictures or artw orks, while going to work, every day o f your life. Perhaps it 
would be a good idea to have the availability o f changing these artworks regularly, but 
then you change the identity, the “sense” o f the place, which is quite important, as 
mentioned before.
F igure  11. Artwork in Underground Train Station, Sweden 
Soderstorm, Goran. Art Goes Underground. Trans. Laurie Thompson. 
(Sweden; Centraltryckeriet AB, 1988) 204.
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Figure 12. Artwork in Underground Train Station, Sweden 
Soderstorm, Goran. Art Goes Underground. Trans. Laurie Thompson. 
(Sweden: Centraltryckeriet AB, 1988) 126-127.
2.3.1.2. Utilization o f  Natural Elements
Another approach to make the underground environment more pleasant and further 
“humanized” is the utilization o f natural elements and materials. The idea that many o f 
the negative associations with underground spaces are as a result o f  the lack o f 
connection with the outside, the natural world on the surface has been agreed upon by 
many observers and researchers. The pessimistic and artificial atmosphere o f the 
underground can be soothed and furthermore can be transformed into a positive and 
inspiring atmosphere by the use o f natural elements. As stated by Carmody and 
Sterling, it is not only the visual qualities o f nature that is appealing, but the overall
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sensory experience; the sounds, smells, and the tactile associations with the highly 
textured natural materials {Underground Space D esign, 236). One o f the methods 
used to improve the quahty o f  an underground environment is to use green plants. A 
study conducted by Laviana, Mattson, and Rohles (quoted in Carmody and Sterling, 
Underground Space D esign, 237) concluded that plants had a significant contribution 
to the perceived quality o f  the space, however it is also stated that they did not 
contribute much to the perception o f  spaciousness. Carmody and Sterling suggest that 
plants can be placed in the form o f clusters into centrally visible areas with higher 
illumination, to create a focal point and an illusion o f  exterior courtyard 
{UndergroundSpace D esign, 237). Plants can also be used to create subsurface 
gardens especially at the waiting halls, together with other natural elements in order to 
create a relaxation zone and a landmark as well.
Utilization o f flowing water is another method that will help improve the pleasantness 
o f the environment. Water can be utilized in the forms o f fountains, waterfalls or small 
underground ponds. It has been observed in a study by Ulrich (523) that water and 
natural landscapes with vegetation had positive influences on peoples’ emotional 
states. Just like the plants, it is not only the visual characteristics o f  water that makes it 
appealing, the sound and cool air created by the falling or movement o f water creates 
a soothing and relaxing atmosphere. W ater also improves the feeling o f association 
with nature and outside world (Fig. 13).
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Figure 13. Utilization o f  a Waterfall in an Atrium o f an Underground Building, 
Toronto. Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
(New York; Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 237.
Other than using plants and water, the general selection o f “natural” materials can also 
improve the warmth and pleasantness o f the underground environment. It is true that 
most o f  the materials that we use to build and construct in our world are nature-based, 
but what is meant by “natural” here, is not the molecular composition o f the materials. 
Carmody and Sterling define the basic characteristics o f a “natural” material as 
follows: First o f  all it is taken from the natural world and processed minimally, 
secondly they are irregularly textured, and thirdly they are colored in warmer tones 
{Underground Space D esign, 238). Suggested materials are wood, rock and soil, 
brick and tiles made up o f clay (rougher and earth-colored bricks, such as terra-cota) 
or combination o f these (Fig. 14,15). It is also true that these materials are expensive 
and it may not be desirable to apply them to every part o f an underground train 
station, which is usually large in size and a rather crowded public space used by 
thousands o f people every day. However, at certain locations where people who 
actually work at the station and spend their whole day, such as control rooms, offices.
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Figure 13. Utilization o f  a Waterfall in an Atrium o f an Underground Building, 
Toronto. Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
(New York; Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 237.
Other than using plants and water, the general selection o f “natural” materials can also 
improve the warmth and pleasantness o f the underground environment. It is true that 
most o f  the materials that we use to build and construct in our world are nature-based, 
but what is meant by “natural” here, is not the molecular composition o f the materials. 
Carmody and Sterling define the basic characteristics o f a “natural” material as 
follows: First o f  all it is taken fi-om the natural world and processed minimally, 
secondly they are irregularly textured, and thirdly they are colored in warmer tones 
(U nderground Space D esign, 238). Suggested materials are wood, rock and soil, 
brick and tiles made up o f clay (rougher and earth-colored bricks, such as terra-cota) 
or combination o f  these (Fig. 14,15). It is also true that these materials are expensive 
and it may not be desirable to apply them to every part o f an underground train 
station, which is usually large in size and a rather crowded public space used by 
thousands o f people every day. However, at certain locations where people who 
actually work at the station and spend their whole day, such as control rooms, offices.
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dining-halls, etc., certain expenditures should be granted, in order to improve the 
working conditions.
Figure 14. Tiled Floor and Wall Finishing in an Underground Station, Hanover. 
From Muller, Karlhans. The Architecture o f Transport in the Federal Republic o f Germany.
(Bonn: Inter Nationes, 1981) 108.
Figure 15. Warm Coloured Brick Finishing in an Underground Station, Montreal 
From Cannody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space D esi^ .
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 232.
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One o f the solutions to overcome the negative feelings of the underground mentioned 
above is to change the perceived spatial characteristics o f the environment by using 
various methods. The underground environment may associate feelings o f narrowness 
or crampedness at certain locations, such as corridors, passageways, entrances, etc. 
However, using color and spatial arrangements, these feelings can be changed by 
increasing the perceived space. The apparent volume of a space can be larger than the 
actual volume and size o f that space.
The main concern o f this part o f the study is to discuss various methods that are 
applied or can be applied to improve the spaciousness in an underground train station. 
One significant characteristic o f the methods and techniques suggested is that they are 
usually the ones that can be applied during the finishing phase. Methods such as 
increasing the height o f the ceilings or making ceilings o f variable heights are given as 
a secondary suggestion though they also are proved to increase spaciousness in an 
underground environment. This is due to the fact that applying these more 
“illusionary” methods are less restricted with the geological and constructional 
limitations.
2.3.2.1. Color; Improving Spaciousness and Creating a Warm Environment
It is a common consent that color is an important tool that affects the entire image; 
the attractiveness and the overall perception o f a built environment. Color can be 
used to create a warm and welcoming environment and it can also be utihzed to
2.3.2. Creating a Spacious Environment
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improve the spaciousness in an underground environment. There are a number o f 
studies done in order to understand the effect o f color on the pleasantness o f an 
environment. In an investigation conducted by the Department o f Psychology o f the 
University o f Göteborg (qtd. in Mahnke and Mahnke, 63) where 600 people living in 
two diflferent housing areas (one with gray buildings, the other with strongly colored 
buildings) were asked to describe their environment; the people living in the complex 
o f gray buildings evaluated their homes as “concrete boxes” and “bunkers”, while 
almost all o f the people living in the colored buildings stated that they were happy to 
live in their environment. A similar conclusion has been brought by KuUer (qtd. in 
Carmody and Sterling, Underground Space Design, 231); the presence o f color gives 
rise to positive evaluations o f the environment while the absence o f color is generally 
considered as a negative factor. It has also been claimed by Küller that it is not the 
hue, lightness, or the chromatic strength, but the presence o f the color itself that 
makes an environment desirable.
The associations that come together with certain colors is also an important factor.
For example, gray colored concrete walls in an underground environment may feature 
an unpleasant atmosphere, because they can be easily associated with the cold and 
dusty basement floors o f our apartments. It has been described by Carmody and 
Sterling that colors Avith longer wavelength (i.e., red, orange, yellow, brown) are 
considered to be associated with warmth, while those with shorter wavelengths (i.e., 
blue and green) are considered to be “cooler” (U ndergroundSpace D esign , 232). 
Since the general atmosphere o f the underground is usually associated with cold and 
damp spaces, it is advised in many cases that warm colours should be applied. It has 
been described by Mahnke and Mahnke, for example, that warm colours such as
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yellow represent cheerfulness, vitality and sunlight (12). Carmody and Sterling also 
suggest the use o f warm colours in order to offset the damp and cold image o f an 
underground environment. The question, if a colour giving warm or cool senses 
should be applied in an underground environment, however, can better be answered 
upon discussing other effects that can be given by the utilization o f  colour, such as 
spaciousness.
Carmody and Sterling {UndergroundSpace D esign , 232) note that the widely 
believed rule that the warm colours advance toward the viewer and the cool colours 
recede (thus cool colours creating a greater feeling spaciousness) can be considered 
“untrue” . The main opposition to the falsity o f  this rule is due to the consideration o f 
other attributes o f colour, such as hue, saturation and value. Hue is determined by the 
wavelength o f the colour, it is the characteristic that distinguishes one colour from 
another; saturation is related to the “purity” o f a colour, the lesser the amount of gray 
in a colour, more saturated the colour is; and lightness o f a colour is a measure o f 
how much light is reflected from that colour, the quality that differentiates a dark 
colour from a light one. Carmody and Sterling, citing from other researchers namely, 
Tiedje, and Wise and Wise {Underground Space D esign , 232-233), note that the 
spaciousness is not strongly affected by the hue, but more by the lightness and 
saturation: “ High value colours reflect more light, and lighter spaces are generally 
perceived as larger and more open. In addition, saturated colours appear closer than 
less saturated, grayer colours. Thus, the perceived depth or distance to a colour is 
relative to the colour o f the surfaces around it and the properties o f the light falling on 
it. Enhancing spaciousness using lighter colours on enclosing surfaces will be most 
successful with higher levels o f illumination directed on these surfaces” {Underground
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Space D esign, 233). However, it should not be forgotten that, not the colour itself, 
but the combination o f  different colours, the colour schemes in an environment is 
important. The surfaces or the materials the colour is applied on may change the 
overall effect, for example, red on a smooth plastic surface is much more different 
than red on a rough and textured stucco surface. The colour o f the light (spectral 
composition) is also important, same walls may have different colours under daylight 
or a coloured artificial light. The effect o f shadows should also be considered, the 
contrast between the shadowy and bright parts o f  a surface can change the space and 
atmosphere perceived. Though certain colours or hues, or their saturation is proved to 
have certain consequences on the environment and people, the combination o f all 
these different colours, lights, shadows, on different surfaces shape the overall image 
o f the environment, be it warm, cold or spacious.
To summarize, the hue o f a color can be claimed to have a certain influence on 
creating the “atmosphere” o f an environment, but when considering spaciousness the 
more important attributes are the saturation and lightness o f the color, and the way o f 
illumination. It has been found out that lighter and less saturated coloured surfaces, 
under proper illumination, will improve spaciousness. However, the importance 
should be given on the combination o f  different colors, material and lighting effects; 
the colour schemes. In relation to this, it can be claimed that, even if  cooler or hghter 
colours are used in order to improve spaciousness at certain locations, the coldness or 
dullness o f  the environment can still be prevented by the utilization o f warm-colored 
furnishings and artworks, or by placing natural elements.
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Just as color can be used to improve the spaciousness and the general pleasantness o f 
the underground train station’s atmosphere, another method to improve the 
spaciousness o f an environment is to benefit or to take advantage from the human 
perception o f  a space. This can be done by the application o f  various patterns, lines or 
textures. Carmody and Sterling provide information on how this can be done; “Line, 
pattern and texture actually can increase spaciousness in two ways. First, patterns and 
textures make an environment more complex, with more visual information to 
explore, and this tends to make a space seem larger because it can not be 
comprehended at a glance. Second, because lines suggest direction while patterns and 
texture suggest scale due to the size o f the repetitive elements, they can influence the 
perception o f distance therefore spaciousness” {Underground Space Design, 234 ). It 
is a well-known phenomenon about human visual perception that the application o f a 
line in a certain direction emphasizes the size on that direction, for example a person 
wearing a shirt with horizontal lines on it seems to be somewhat broader. The same 
technique can be applied to the walls or floors o f an underground train station, for 
example, vertical lines on walls will make the ceiling appear higher. Using horizontal 
lines, on the other hand, is not advised in an underground environment where 
spaciousness is a major concern, since they will increase the apparent width, but 
decrease the perceived height o f the environment. Diagonal lines are considered as 
real space enhancing elements, and if  applied on the floors they will make the space 
appear larger (Fig. 16).
2.3.2.2. Finishing and Spaciousness
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Figure 16. Diagonal Lines Applied to the Floor in a Subway Station, Stockholm. 
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design.
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 234.
The application o f patterns on the surfaces o f  the underground environment in order 
to increase spaciousness is another technique. This technique is generally based on the 
fact that smaller and finer pattern size appears farther than larger and bolder elements. 
Smaller and less distinct objects also seem to be farther than their actual location. 
According to Tiedje (quoted in Carmody and Sterling, Underground Space Design, 
234), this occurs because distant objects are not as clear as close ones in an actual 
three-dimensional view. Therefore a ceihng with large and dominant elements will 
appear lower (as it appears to be closer) than one with a finer pattern. Tiedje suggests 
manipulating the pattern effect by decreasing the pattern sizes and spacing on a wall 
while moving to the upper parts o f the wall to the ceiling. The same technique can 
also be apphed on the floor, by decreasing the pattern size and spacing through the 
edges o f a tiled floor for example. Though no applied examples o f  this optical illusion 
method could be found while preparing this study, this method could be effective in 
increasing the perceived space, thus bringing a slight relaxation to a space where
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crampedness is a problem. The main drawback o f  this method, however, seems that it 
requires an unstandardized means o f production, for example, in the case o f different 
sized tiles. M oreover it may require a special design at eveiy location it is to be 
applied, thus increasing the expenses and decreasing applicability.
The properties o f the patterns mentioned above basically go parallel when considering 
the textures on the surfaces. The main difference is that the textures are actually three 
dimensional, therefore in some cases they may provide enhanced effects. According to 
Carmody and Sterling, for example, complex patterns o f light and shadow can be 
created by hghting a heavily textured surface (IJndergrcnind Space Design, 235). 
Ylinen, on the other hand, states that heavy textures and strong contrasts makes a 
space seem smaller (7). Therefore it can be said that the use o f textures should be 
under control, and too much textures should be avoided. In fact, the same notion is 
valid for patterns and lines as well.
Another method that can be considered is placing mirrors on walls, to create an 
illusion that doubles the perceived space, thus enhancing spaciousness. However, it 
should not be forgotten that mirrors also double the crowd and may cause a confusing 
environment.
In order to obtain a safety and comfort-assuring atmosphere for the user, the quality 
o f  the finishing is another important point that should be mentioned. This does not 
necessarily mean the use o f expensive or luxurious materials, but the finishing should 
bring the impression o f a well finished work. For example, electrical cables, pipes or 
similar fittings should not be located on any visible surface. The impression o f  a cellar­
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like or a warehouse-like structure should be avoided. Also the floor is an influential 
factor in creating a pleasant environment when considering the covering materials, 
according to Ylinen. Next to the floor are the walls and then the ceiling. As 
exemplified by Ylinen, a person walking at a passage looks ahead to the end o f the 
way, rather then the walls or the ceiling, therefore particular attention should be given 
to the floor covering as well (7).
2.3.3. Lighting: Psychological Disturbances, Absence o f Dayhght and Artificial 
Means o f  Lighting
Lighting is essential in order to maintain both the psychological and the physiological 
comfort and safety o f the users, especially in a sub-surface environment. In this part o f 
the study, the psychological aspects o f fighting will be analyzed. The relation between 
fighting and physiological concerns o f an underground train station will be discussed 
in the following part o f the study; and another aspect o f fighting, the safety concerns, 
will be discussed in the last part o f the study.
There are two ways to illuminate a space; artificial and natural. Natural fighting is, o f 
course, to use the sunlight for illumination. This has certain applicability and 
availability problems, especially in an enclosed, windowless place such as the 
underground train station. It depends on many variables, such as, the seasons o f the 
year, or the time o f the day, also the constructional drawbacks make this type o f 
fighting hard to apply and expensive to build. Artificial fighting methods, on the other 
hand, are easily applicable but they also have certain drawbacks due to their fight 
quality. In an underground environment, artificial means o f fighting may enhance the
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dullness and coldness o f the atmosphere, if  not chosen and placed carefiilly. However 
both methods should be used if  the aim is to create a positive and healthy environment 
for the use o f  people.
Lack o f natural light is one o f the most mentioned negative characteristics o f the 
underground environment in current literature. According to Carmody and Sterling, 
the feelings produced by daylight, its variability and the sense o f contact with outer 
world are the key reasons for its desirability (“Design Considerations..”, 354). The 
natural hght spectrum also enhances visibiUty, and sunlight informs the users about the 
time o f  the day and the weather, creating a contact with outer space. A theoretical 
approach by Bennet (qtd. in Carmody and Sterling, “Design Considerations..”, 357) 
proposes that horizontal access to daylight is preferable to daylighting from overhead 
sources, because it provides a closer reference to conventional buildings. In contrast 
to this, a research study conducted by Hollon et al. (175) shows that the buildings 
with overhead skylights were most often selected as the most desirably illuminated by 
the subjects. Though sunlight provides a pleasant and psychologically warm 
environment, there are also a number o f  problems associated with it. I f  not taken 
under control, problems such as glare, excessive brightness, or contrasts between 
brightness and darkness may occur. Therefore uncontrolled daylight may cause 
problems, if not avoided or carefully controlled on the critical zones, such as the stairs 
and the edges o f the train platforms. This is also supported by Bal, who stated that 
during the hours when sunlight comes at nearly direct angles, problems like eye- 
dazzling may occur due to excessive brightness (73). However, it can be claimed that 
these drawbacks or “side-effects” can be taken under control and against all these 
applicability problems the benefits o f  daylight to any underground environment where
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people spend their time are important. As mentioned above, daylight is especially 
effective in softening the dark, cold and artificial image o f  the underground, thus 
obtaining certain relaxation and psychological comfort o f the user. Daylight may not 
be applied to every single station, but it can be applied to larger, “multi-functional” 
train stations. For example, a major train station complex where there are shops or 
similar facilities or a conjunction station where several routes meet, daylight can be 
applied in order to improve the comfort and appealingness o f  the environment for 
greater numbers o f  people.
2.3.3.1. Direct and Reflected Daylight
The most common example o f daylighting application is through the use o f inclined 
windows and skyhghts that are placed overhead (Fig. 17). An important limitation to 
these methods is that they are available usually to near-surface structures, but not to 
places deep underground. It is also possible that these can not be applied to near­
surface places, because there may be certain obstacles above ground, such as roads, 
buildings, etc. Another method that is used to provide daylight to deeper spaces is the 
utilization o f reflecting surfaces. The main principle o f  this kind o f applications is to 
maximize and distribute the light in the building as much as possible. This basic 
principle covers a wide variety o f  methods from application o f simple mirrors to more 
complex optical instrument and mechanisms. For example, a system developed to 
track the sunlight directly and reflect the light to underground by using a system that 
controls mirrors has also been devised (Hane, 465). However, it can be seen that the 
more complex methods are usually applied to more “special” places than the public 
underground train station, probably because o f  their costs. Another drawback o f the
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systems that track sunlight and beam it to interiors is that they do not create the same 
mood with direct daylight. They bring a constant amount o f  light like an artificial light 
source; the slowly changing intensity and “natural” patterns o f sunlight is somewhat 
lost.
Figure 17. Application o f Natural Light in a Subway Station, Montreal. 
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
^ e w  York; Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1993) 226.
2.3.3.2. Artificial Light that Resembles Natural Light
Daylight is especially important for the people who work in underground 
environments, spending most o f their time there. I f  there are no alternatives to 
introduce daylight to the underground, then artificial lighting systems that resemble 
natural light qualities can be considered. These systems basically simulate certain
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qualities o f the natural light in order to provide similar effects. A study done by 
Hughes (73-81) show that such an artificial lighting system have produced similar 
psychological and physiological effects to those o f natural dayhght: “The results 
support the conclusion that artificial light simulating natural light is perceived as 
significantly more pleasant, natural, bright and stimulating. Observers felt more 
relaxed, less fatigued, and felt they had greater eye comfort under the natural 
(resembhng) hght. Additionally, they rated their work as being more distinct, easier 
and more satisfying” (78). Hughes, quoting from Greiter et al. (78), adds that natural 
or artificial light has a positive effect on physical working capacity, decreased heart 
rate and increased oxygen uptake.
Alexander et al. on the other hand, criticize such techniques from the point o f view 
that the light outdoors are never even, therefore this type o f devices can not resemble 
daylight (1160). Carmody and Sterling, give examples from the efforts o f  certain 
architects who have tried to imitate the solar cycle, thus the changes in intensity, color 
and direction o f light {Underground Space Design, 276-277). They reach the 
conclusion that: “the attempts to replicate daylight with artificial hght appear to have 
been successful to some degree; however, creating false illusions can always have a 
negative impact if not handled carefully” {Underground Space D esign, 277).
2.3.3.3. Creating Daylighting Illusion by Using Artificial Lighting
This method basically consists o f artificial backlighting o f certain translucent wall 
panels or skylights in order to create an illusion o f  natural light. One important point 
that should be noted is to place artificial lighting fixtures that simulate natural light
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characteristics rather than placing standard artificial lights makes this method 
effective, if  the intention is to create daylighting illusion. When applied in the form o f 
a skyhght, this method both provides spaciousness (which is very important in 
underground design as mentioned in 2.2.) and will also resemble a “true” skylight, 
bringing a feeling o f warmth and pleasantness to the atmosphere (Fig. 18). Wall 
panels can also be backlighted to create a similar effect. The color and pattern 
techniques previously mentioned can also be applied on such walls, again enhancing 
spaciousness.
Figure 18. Application o f Artificial Light that Resembles Natural Light. 
From Carmody, John, and Raymond Sterling. Underground Space Design. 
(New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold 1993).
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2.4. SATISFACTION OF PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT
W hat is meant by the satisfaction o f physiological comfort is the satisfaction o f  basic 
human needs in a built environment, such as; lighting, heating, ventilation o f  air to 
provide breathable air, air conditioning and noise control in an underground train 
station. The emphasis is not given on these issues in the scope o f this study, however 
they will be briefly mentioned.
2.4.1. Lighting and Physiological Comfort
Other than its psychological enhancements, natural light also has certain benefits on 
the physical activities o f human beings. This relation is a more important concern for 
the people who work in the station, since they spend a greater amount o f their time in 
the enclosed underground space. Sunlight has certain physiological benefits on human 
activities. Hughes (73-81), analyzing this issue, compared sunlight with artificial 
means o f  lighting and checked whether the sunlight can be replaced with artificial 
light at places where it can not be applied.
Hughes describes the necessity o f sunlight on the synthesis o f Vitamin D and Calcium 
(78) and states that the release o f certain hormones in human body also requires 
sunlight. Hughes claims that these situations can be remedied by the proper use o f 
natural and/or simulated natural light.
Another benefit o f  natural light is its germicidal effects; sunlight is capable o f killing 
many species o f bacteria, mold, yeast, and viruses. This characteristic is significantly
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important in an underground train station where humidity can become a problem. 
Hughes states that the simulated natural light can resemble sunlight in this respect and 
quotes an experiment done by Himmelfarb et al., where a certain kind o f bacteria was 
exposed to simulated natural light for 8 hours and 90% o f the population was killed 
(80).
These show that natural hght has importance on the planning o f the underground train 
station due to reasons o f more than only aesthetic and psychological nature, at least 
for the people who work there for certain periods o f time. It is evident that 
daylighting not only improves the comfort level but also enhances worker productivity 
and health.
2.4.2. Heating, Ventilation and Air-conditioning
The heating, ventilating and air-conditioning systems are basically designed to 
confront certain physical needs and obtain a certain level o f comfort. Conventional 
HVAC systems, however, are not specifically designed for underground 
environments. The question if  these systems require any modifications before they are 
installed to meet the needs o f underground environment should be considered. It has 
been explained by Carmody and Sterling {Underground Space Design, 257) that there 
usually are three key complaints about the underground environment: 1. Coldness, 2. 
Dampness, 3. StufiBness, lack o f adequate ventilation, or poor air quality. The case o f 
underground train station, however, has certain differences fi'om the ordinary 
underground environment, thus the key problematic issues differ.
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The coldness for example, does not constitute a major problem in the underground 
train stations, because the heat generated from the sources within the station usually 
provides sufiBcient temperature. The main sources o f heat in the train station are 
described by Bal (91) as; lighting fixtures, passengers, trains, and various mechanical 
elements. The heat emitted from human body constitutes a major source o f excess 
heat especially at peak congestion hours. The great number o f passengers also causes 
a considerable rise in the humidity level in the station. Aside from this, the tight water 
isolation built in the underground train stations, which aims at preventing the 
underground waters to penetrate, also prevents the water that comes from interior 
sources to get out, thus it disables the humidity levels to decrease in a natural manner. 
The increasing temperature and humidity level causes disturbances on users. Other 
than that, if the ventilation is poor and the air is not exhausted, this leads to an 
increase in the carbondioxide level o f the environment. A study by Xueyuan and Su 
shows that the number o f  various bacteria in the air evidently increases with the rise in 
carbondioxide concentration (197). These factors enforce the need for a proper 
ventilation system for the underground station where thousands o f  people pass by 
everyday. The main method that is currently under use in almost all o f the 
underground train stations is, to push out this humid and hot air through the 
ventilation shafts with the help o f the “piston-effect” caused by the movement o f 
trains through the tunnels. This method has proven to be effective in many o f the 
stations, but more specialized systems may be required in the future if the passenger 
congestion can not be prevented by any means. As an architectural precaution, 
increasing the volume (calculated according to the number o f passengers) o f the space 
may be a solution. I f  possible, the natural daylighting o f the train boarding platforms
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may also discourage the bacteria reproduction levels as well as bringing a feeling o f 
warmth and spaciousness.
2.4.3. Noise and Sound Control
“Acoustics can greatly influence the overall quality o f  interior design. Spaces that are 
too noisy or reverberant are distracting at best and unusable at worst” (Ballast, 185). 
In order to achieve a pleasant and fully functional environment, the distraction that 
may be caused by sound is another issue that is worth analyzing. Noise can create a 
disturbing environment in the underground train station if  not taken under control. 
The noises that are generated from within the train station can be reduced by applying 
certain methods.
One o f the major sources o f noise is the people in the station. Especially, during the 
peak congestion hours o f the day, this noise can become unbearable. I f  the station is 
empty on the other hand, there is a possibility o f  reverberation due to the fact that the 
floor and wall materials are usually sound reflective. Therefore, sound absorbing or 
reflecting materials on the architectural elements may be apphed considering the 
number o f  people using the station during certain times o f the day. Another source o f 
noise is generated from certain equipment and machinery installed in the station (such 
as the HVAC devices). These devices should be placed away from the densely used 
areas o f the station if  possible. An idea suggested by Bal is to place these in the 
suspended ceilings concealed within sound insulative materials (68). The noise caused 
by trains also causes disturbance. As the source o f  the noise is not stationary like those 
previously mentioned, it is harder to control.
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The placement and loudness o f  the announcement devices is also important. The 
announcements may not be well understood, or may be misunderstood if there is a 
lack o f  sound absorbing entity (due to the increased reflection o f sound). The 
opposite; if the station is too crowded, thus sound absorption is too much, then the 
announcement can not be heard at all.
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2.5. SAFETY
A very important aspect o f the underground train station design is the safety concerns. 
This importance is generated from the one particular characteristic that differs it from 
other structures; being an underground enviromnent. It should be always remembered 
that there is no way out from an underground structure other than the specified 
entrances and exits. During a case o f a natural or a man-made disaster, people can 
only get out by using the exits that the designers or architects has placed. They can 
not jump out from windows, because there are no windows, they can not wait inside 
because the enclosed space enables the disaster (whether it be a fire, a flood, an 
explosion or a poisonous gas) to spread quickly. This has been proved by the many 
catastrophes in the short history o f underground transportation. The death rate is 
usually great in numbers, if  the safety egress is unsuccessful. The fires at London and 
Baku undergrounds are examples for this, and the latest poisonous gas alert (Sarin 
gas) in Japan, proves that underground stations can become the target o f terrorist 
attacks as well. These factors automatically place the responsibility on the designer’s 
shoulders, therefore a great deal o f  attention should be given to safety concerns.
Safety concerns, however, are not only limited to disasters or terrorist attacks. Little 
accidents caused by “malfunctioning” o f the interior elements and planning o f the 
environment are again under the responsibility o f  the designer (whether it be the 
architect, the interior designer or the engineer). Another problematic issue that can 
again be prevented or minimized by efficient planning o f the environment is the case 
o f crime and vandalism.
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The aim o f this last part o f  the study is to examine these aspects o f  the underground 
train station design. The problematic issues will be introduced and the solutions that 
are currently applied together with those that are under discussion will be presented.
2.5.1. Safety Against Disasters
The disasters that may threaten the underground train station environment include 
fire, flood, earthquakes, poisonous gases and explosions. Among these, fire is the 
disaster which has caused the highest mortality rates in the underground train stations. 
Nevertheless, its hazards can be alleviated by applying certain architectural means.
The scope o f this part o f the study emphasizes fire as a disaster, but the safety egress 
discussion that follows is generalized for other emergency conditions as well.
Fire can be caused by various reasons, it may be caused by human carelessness or it 
may be the result o f an earthquake or an explosion. The following is the list o f 
significant problems that occur when a fire breaks out (based on the lists prepared by 
Hane, 470; and Carmody and Sterling, Underground Space Design, 287):
1. Because the underground is not quite visible fi'om outside and usually has no 
windows, fire fighters can not see the fire, they can not see or locate the people to 
rescue. It is also difBcult for rescuers to remove the smoke and ventilate when a 
fire breaks out.
2. In an emergency condition, people have to travel up rather than down 
stairways to evacuate the structure. This action requires more physical energy.
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slowing the exit speed (some older and disabled users may not conclude the 
travel) and the evacuation route and the direction in which the smoke is spreading 
are the same: upwards.
3. Fire spreads quickly after it breaks out, and because the space is enclosed, 
oxygen levels tend to deplete, and if air suddenly reaches the fire area, an 
explosion may occur.
4. It is difficult for people to orient themselves to where they are and the direction 
in which they are heading; entering underground spaces from the outside is 
difficult.
5. People may be generally unfamihar with the particular underground location 
where a fire occurs.
6. Underground environments usually do not have windows and may have layout 
patterns and egress systems that are unfamiliar, which leads to longer evacuation 
times, which also increases the fear and anxiety.
7. Since there are no windows, during a power failure there is no daylight to 
provide hght.
8. The underground is generally associated with fear o f entrapment in a fire, 
flood, or earthquake, and this prepares a basis for panic.
Before discussing the solutions for the safe egress o f people from the station, there are 
some basic notions that should be considered with regard to human behaviours. One 
o f these is that the people usually do not immediately leave the building when an 
emergency occurs, they tend to spend some time on seeking information or deciding 
what to do. Especially if they do not see any evidence such as smoke or fire and if 
they are also unfamiliar with the building, it takes even longer to react. This delay can
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be decreased by effectively providing the information on how to react (what to do, 
where to go, what not to do, etc.) for the user. The information can be provided by 
using two methods: First is a voice-based alarm and information system; the second 
way is providing visual information about the egress routes (signs, general layout plan 
and lighting). Both are important for the evacuation process in the underground 
station.
The voice based alarm system can be used to coordinate the evacuation and can also 
ease the orientation o f the people. For example, a message; “please follow the green 
hghted arrows..” can be given. However, this method is considered inefBcient and a 
rather critical way for reducing confusion and delays in evacuation by Carmody and 
Sterling ( Underground Space Design, 288). They state that such a system can only 
be effective if based on a control center with adequate surveillance and detection 
equipment that can coordinate the people. A legible layout and egress information, on 
the other hand, is essential for the evacuation process. Another point that should be 
mentioned is the utilization o f an emergency hghting system, in the case o f  power 
failures.
As can be seen from the list above, one o f  the main problems is related to the 
inaccessibility o f the fire fighting squads. Even if  a large number o f  well-equipped 
firemen is ready at the fire site, they may not enter the building because o f  the smoke 
coming up. It has also been seen in the example o f  the fire at King’s Cross station o f 
London Underground that some o f the firemen who entered at the first place, have 
perished because o f the smoke (Canter and Donald, 15). A solution to this (as 
suggested by Carmody and Sterling, Underground Space D esign, 289) is again to
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establish control centers with improved surveillance systems, efifective automatic fire 
suppression systems, and smoke ventilation controls. The main principle for utilizing 
these control centers is basically to control the fire and egress within the system itself, 
without a need o f further operation from outside. This also requires a trained staff that 
can help the people to get out. However, a study by Canter and Donald shows that, 
when the question to rate how confident they would be to the underground staff in a 
case o f  emergency was asked, 60% o f the people answered “not confident at all” or 
“not very confident” . It is described further in the study that people rather follow the 
instructions given by the police or firemen, but ignore the underground staff in the 
case o f  the King’s Cross fire in London (27).
To summarize, when a fire breaks out in an underground train station, it has been 
found that people spend a certain amount o f time on investigating and deciding what 
to do upon receiving a visual or verbal alarm. Afterwards, if  they feel that they should 
escape, as a primary reaction they try to get out following the route they entered. If  
that route is blocked, then they look for the safety egress or an “authority” that will 
lead them out. This “authority” can be a person from the staff, a fireman, an 
announcement, a plan o f the station, or the exit signs. This is the basic analysis o f the 
human behaviour during the case o f an emergency.
2.5.1.1. Safety Egress and Smoke Removal
The main goal o f a safety egress system is to evacuate the people in a certain amount 
o f  time, without leaving any ground for confusion, panic or hesitation. The main 
problems that may effect the success o f evacuation in an underground train station are
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caused by the physical characteristics o f the space (making an upwards evacuation) 
and the users unfamiliarity with the environment (lack o f orientation, and wayfinding). 
As described in the previous part o f the study, people have a tendency to use the 
familiar routes to exit in a case o f emergency, while the emergency exits may remain 
untouched. Arthur and Passini, analyzing this issue with respect to the notion o f 
wayfinding, describe this behavior as: “ ...applying a decision plan that has already 
been worked out and proven successful. In a stressful situation, the person is not 
inclined to experiment with the unknown. The unknown is a synonym for risk” (127). 
They add that the narrow Uttle passages to many fire exits and the question if these 
doors are locked or not, also discourage the user to use them. As an idea to resolve 
this conflict, it may be better to design emergency exits that assure the user about its 
functionality; a more remarkable exit which proves a direct way out may be more 
effective. However, Arthur and Passini suggest to design a number o f  normal 
entrances and exits which can be used in both senses in normal conditions, in other 
words, they oppose the idea o f building a separate emergency exit: “There is no 
reason why buildings can not be designed in these terms and at the same time respect 
constraints imposed by security and maintenance. This might be more diflBcult when 
retrofitting an existing structure, but there is no doubt that a good argument can be 
made that the security o f people in the building might just be more important than the 
security o f the building” (128). Wayfinding design has increased importance in 
emergency cases, especially in a public space like an underground train station. Aside 
from that, the overall layout o f the building is also important. It should be as simple as 
possible, avoiding any confusion that may occur in a case o f  emergency.
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Stairs, escalators and elevators are the other elements o f safety egress in an 
underground train station. Though these elements can be used for the same purpose in 
an above-ground building, there is a particular difference that makes it harder to 
evacuate the station in a case o f emergency: because the escape route is upwards, 
evacuation is harder and takes longer time. Carmody and Sterling proposes the  ^
resizing o f stairs to have wider treads and shorter risers in order to reduce the fatigue 
{Underground Space Design, 299). They also suggest an open central space through 
the stairs, which enhances orientation and provides visual access between the surface 
and people below who may need assistance.
Escalators, on the other hand, require much less physical effort than stairs and are 
preferred by the users because they are usually the routes that are well known. The 
escalators however, do not have the properties o f  the emergency stairs ( fire-resistant 
doors, positively pressurized, separate air supplies). The smoke rising upwards around 
the escalators can become a problem and this can be prevented (or delayed ) by 
placing edges down from the ceilings that can trap the smoke. A more enhanced 
version o f the same concept is suggested by Stollard and Abrahams: the smoke 
curtains (97-98). Smoke curtains are barriers falling down fi-om the ceiling and create 
a “smoke reservoir” in a fire situation that delays the spreading time o f the smoke.
The main advantage o f smoke reservoirs is their ability to limit the area o f damage 
caused by the hot and smoky gases, and they also help the ventilation system work 
more efiectively. These barriers can be rigid or can be activated in the case o f  fire, but 
they should be made o f a fire resistant material. The fire curtains in a passageway, for 
example, can be at various heights, if the smoke is to be channeled to a certain 
direction.
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Another method that can be used to move people out is the elevators, which are 
usually utilized in greater and deeper underground train stations. The main drawback 
o f an elevator is its’ limited load carrying capacity. In a situation o f emergency, the 
capacity o f the elevator may be insufficient for the people and this has certain risks. 
Another drawback o f the elevator is that the outside can not be seen, thus the smoke 
or fire on the floor that people wish to land on can not be perceived until the doors 
are opened. Despite these drawbacks, Carmody and Sterhng claim that the elevators 
can be the only reasonable alternative, especially for the weaker and the mobility 
impaired persons {Underground Space D esign, 300). They suggest the utilization o f 
enclosed, smoke-proof lobbies on each floor; places o f refugee with separate air 
handling, positive pressurization, and two-way communication.
Many o f the losses in fires are caused by the intensive smoke generated from the 
burning materials. The simplest way to stop this intensive smoke to spread is allowing 
it to get outside. The effective smoke removal gains even greater importance in the 
underground environment, since a common element o f ventilation, the windows, are 
usually absent. Other than trapping the smoke in “smoke reservoirs” and delaying its 
spreading time, the effective means o f removing the smoke and ventilating the 
environment are important.
2.5.1.2. Emergency Signs and Lighting
Though providing a clear spatial organization with effective safety egress is essential, 
it should also be accompanied with a legible ^s tem  o f emergency signs and fighting.
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Emergency lighting should be applied considering power failures especially to places 
without any daylight. Escape lighting, as described by Stollard and Abramson (73), is 
lighting the escape routes such that they can be used in an emergency when a failure 
o f local electric circuit is probable.
The signs that direct people to the safe places should, first o f all, be visible and 
communicate the message in an easiest and quickest way. The signs better consist o f 
graphical symbols especially at places where people o f various languagues are present. 
As noted by Stollard and Abrams (73), the escape lights and signs should be placed at 
various heights so that the smoke rising upwards do not block their legibility. An 
innovative approach described by Carmody and Sterling (Underground Space Design, 
303) is the utilization o f photoluminescent systems. Luminous materials such as zinc 
sulfide store light generated from artificial light sources and in a power failure they 
emit light and glow brightly in darkness, for up to eight hours. These material are 
manufactured in the form o f paints, sheets and tapes so that they can be applied to 
various surfaces. For example, these are installed in the form o f directional arrows on 
walls and on floors that show direction o f exits.
2.5.2. Safety against Vandalism and Crime
Crime and vandalism today are very important problems that the major underground 
transportation systems o f  the world are trying to cope with. These are difficult 
problems to handle, due to the fact that many o f  the systems were designed before 
transit crime was a problem. Various methods to avoid crime has been applied during 
the operational phase o f  the stations, such as placing closed circuit televisions.
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increasing the number o f  subway-polices, etc. These methods, however, are claimed 
to be incapable o f  reducing crime effectively. Falanga, who has examined the ways to 
prevent crime in subway systems in detail, states that these methods are also labor and 
technology intensive, thus very expensive. He gives the example o f New York Transit 
Police force which costs $226 million annually (7). The huge expenses o f  crime does 
not only consist o f  the costs for police and equipment: Reduced ridership, lost farebox 
collection, costs for repairing damaged equipment caused by vandalism, hospital costs 
as a result o f violent crimes, and decreased economic activity in the commercial zones 
o f the city are among the other costs caused by high crime rates (Falanga, 2). 
Although crime in the underground train station may not be completely eliminated, it 
can surely be reduced by applying methods based on the planning o f  the station. At 
least, the overall design o f the station can help other methods work more effectively. 
This part o f the study aims at illustrating the latest discussions on crime prevention in 
underground train stations.
The overall layout o f the station is an influential factor for providing a safe 
environment. Criminal activities such as theft and pocket-picking tend to occur at 
crowded places such as elevators and train platforms. Violent crimes such as assault 
and armed robbery, on the other hand, take place at more isolated parts o f the station. 
Therefore, a basic concept o f station design can be to minimize or eliminate such less 
dense places. Another point that should be considered in the layout o f the station is to 
eliminate sharp comers especially at isolated parts o f the station. Also if possible, the 
end o f  the passageways should be visible. It has been found that the light levels at 
incident sites are significantly lower than that o f  a sunny day outside, and the subway 
stations’ overall lighting levels are also very low (Falanga, 113). It is also illustrated
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that the materials used at the incident sites and these stations are dark in general. The 
most visually accessible point at an incident site, can be observed from an average 
distance o f 60 meters (ranging from 7.5 to 120 meters) away from an observer in the 
surrounding area. These findings show that the overall visibility levels o f the crime 
sites are usually low.
Visibility, as a matter o f  fact, is very important for preventing various criminal acts. 
Falanga suggests maximum visibility in all parts o f the station, furthermore he claims 
that “all parts o f  a station should be visible from any point” (120). The main idea 
under this suggestion is to eliminate the areas where the possible criminals can see 
around without being noticed, thus reducing their opportunities to observe and 
plotting crimes. Any visual obstacle such as columns should be minimized. I f  there is 
any part o f the station that is proven to be unused or unnecessary (which is the case in 
a number o f existing stations), these areas should be closed or unauthorized entrance 
should be restricted. Falanga also suggests utilizing surveillance booths with one way 
glass and other facilities where the police can monitor the station activities without 
being seen (121). These should be placed strategically throughout the station, at the 
areas where crime is most hkely to happen.
An interesting approach brought again by Falanga is to minimize the number o f exit 
and entrance points; ‘'Many escape alternatives offer perpetrators a high probability o f 
a successful escape and the high probability to successfully reaction to events that may 
change the expected outcome o f their crime”(117). Fewer escape alternatives will 
discourage the criminals and their confidence on making a successful escape. The
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police or the authorized personnel can also predict their escape route much more 
easily this way.
Tf an effective fare collection system that can be easily controlled is to be utilized, then 
the crime in the station could be lessened. The main assumption underlying this idea is 
that the criminals usually enter the station bypassing the fare zones. Also, the fare 
collecting machines should facilitate the quick movement o f passengers into the 
system while minimizing the need for exposing money or other valuables during the 
fare payment process.
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2.6 A CHECKLIST FOR PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS OF UNDERGROUND 
TRAIN STATIONS
A checklist has been prepared based upon the findings o f the previous sections 
regarding the design notions and criteria o f  an underground train station (Table 1). 
The purpose o f  preparing this checklist is to give architects or other members o f a 
design team a list o f  questions to ask and consider during the design or renovation 
phases o f an underground train stations. These questions are classified under three 
main categories, namely; the functional criteria, the safety criteria, and the criteria 
concerning the user psychology and aesthetics.
The questions related to functional criteria are subdivided under the headings 
circulation and layout, and physiological comfort (these questions are extracted from 
notions discussed in parts 2.2. to 2.2.4., and parts 2.4. to 2.4.3.). These questions can 
be used to understand hoAv well a station functions and how well it channels the 
passenger through the station to the trains.
The questions related to safety criteria are subdivided under the headings safety 
against disasters and safety against crime and vandalism (these questions are extracted 
from parts 2.5. to 2.5.2.). These questions can be used to examine to which extent 
precautions are taken to protect the passenger from various emergency conditions and 
criminal acts.
Finally, the questions related to the criteria concerning the user psychology and 
aesthetics can be used to examine how well a station maintains the psychological
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comfort o f the passenger, and the desirability o f its atmosphere (these questions are 
extracted from parts 2.3. to 2.3.3.3.).
Another point that should be noted about the questions is that the same answers 
always stand for same meanings: “Yes” always stand for a positive value, like the 
availability or the functionality o f a system or an element, answer “No” on the other 
hand, means that something is lacking or some undesired situation is not avoided. The 
answer “yes, but not sufficient” means that a design solution has been applied to 
prevent an undesirable situation, but it is not a sufficient solution or it does not 
function properly. The last column indicates the pertinent sections where the item in 
question was discussed in detail.
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CHECKLIST OF DESIGN CO NSIDERATIONS FOR
UNDERG RO UND TRAIN STATIONS
1. FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA
1.1. CIRCULATION AND LAYOUT Yes Yes, but not No Relevant
sufficient Section
1 Is the function of the building indicated to 2.2.1.
exterior by:
1a Signage
1b Architectural Landmark
1c Visible Mass
2 Is there an access for the mobility-impaired? 2.2.1.
2a If yes, is it integrated with the main entry?
2b If turnstiles are used in the entrance, is an alternative entrance
for the mobility-impaired provided?
3 Is there enough area to wait especially at areas 2.2.3.
of passenger congestion, in platforms?
4 Are there any means applied to further identify the 2.2.4.1
4a
environment by:
Architectural landmarks
4b Architecturally defined paths
4c Color
4d Texture
5 Are the architectural elements such as entrances, exits. 2.2.4.1
and paths clear and visible?
6 Are the obstacles that block visibility avoided? 2.2.4.1
7 Has the legibility of the signs been established by: 2.2.4.2
7a Correct placement of signs
7b Correct sizing
7c Correct lighting of signs ( Is the possibility of glare prevented?
8 Is the possible confusion of signs with background 2.2.4.2
prevented?
9 Has the clarity of the sign system been established by: 2.2.4.2
9a Directional arrows corresponding with the places they show
9b An understandable information system
9c Non-verbal signs for illiterate, foreigners, and children
9d Directional signs in alternative directions
10 Does the color of the sign correspond to the standards? 2.2.4.2
11 If there are any maps, directories, etc.? 2.2.4.2
11a Are they placed at points where people pass?
11b Is there enough area to look at them without blocking the
passage of other passengers?
11c Are they simple enough to be understood by everyone?
lid Are the certain landmarks of the station shown on maps?
12 Does the access control system effectively control passage 2.2.3
through zones, avoiding any leaks?
12a Are the access control systems capable of controlling 2.2.3
passage withouth the aid of a human operator?
12b Are the materials of the access control devices chosen 2.2.3
considering vandalism?
Table 1. Checklist
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12( Is the access control system flexible for interchangibility? 2.2.3
1.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT
1 Does the "piston-effect" of the trains provide enough 2.4.2
ventilation?
1a Are there any other means of ventilation or humidity control 2.4.2
especially at passenger congestion points?
1b Is there any means of ventilation at the passegaways? 2.2.2
2 Is the possible noise that may be caused by the trains 2.4.3
avoided?
2a Is the possible noise that may be caused by the 2.4.3
machinery and equipment avoided?
2b Is the possible noise that may be caused by the 2.4.3
passengers avoided?
3 Is the possibility of a disturbing contrast between the interior 2.4.1
and exterior lighting levels, (especially at the entrance and
exit points), avoided?
4 If daylighting is provided, does excessive brightness and 2.4.1
glare prevented?
—
2. SAFETY CRITERIA
2.1. SAFETY AGAINST DISASTERS
1 Are the emergency signs visible enough? 2.5.1.2
2 Is an information on how to react at an emergency 2.5.1.2
situation provided?
3 Is information on layout and egress system provided? 2.5.1.2
4 Is there an emergency lighting system? 2.5.1.2
5 Is there a surveillance control system? 2.5.1.1
6 Is the width of the exits wide enough to facilitate safe 2.5.1.1
egress?
7 Is there an open central space through the stairs? 2.5.1.1
8 Are there any smoke traps? 2.5.1.1
9 Are there any smoke-curtains made of fire-resistant 2.5.1.1
material?
10 Are any other means applied to aid safe egress? 2.5.1.1
2.2. SAFETY AGAINST CRIME AND VANDALISM
1 Are sharp corners that block visibility avoided? 2.5.2
2 Are isolated places avoided? 2.5.2
3 Is enough lighting provided especially at points of less 2.5.2
passenger density?
4 Is visibility of all parts from any point provided? 2.5.2
5 Are the points of congestion eliminated/minimised? 2.5.2
6 Is quick circulation provided? 2.5.2
3. PSYCHOLOGICAL COMFORT and AESTHETICS
1 1Does the entrance provide enough spaciousness and 2.2.1
ilighting in order to prevent negative associations related to
1underground?
Table 1. Checklist (cent.)
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2 Does the entrance provide any clues on what may be inside 2.2.1
for the passenger?
3 Are the dimensions and volume of the passageways 2.3.2
enough to overcome any negative associations related to
underground?
4 Are the ends of the passageways visible? 2.2.2
5 Do the routes constitute a simple, unconfusing path avoiding 2.2.2
mazes?
6 Has the spaciousness of the environment been enhanced by: 2.3.2
6a Strong colors and contrasts avoided?
6b Too much texture avoided?
6c Lines, patterns, and textures applied in a way to
6d improve spaciousness?
6e Lighter and less saturated colors applied?
7 Are fittings (such as pipes, cables, etc.) hidden? 2.3.2
8 Is any form of natural light applied? 2.3.3
9 Are any methods applied to give a distinctive characteristic 2.3.1
to the station?
10 Are any of the foliowing methods applied to create a warm 2.3.1
and pleasant environment;
10a Artworks
10b
10c
Plants or underground gardens
Water (such as fountains, pools, etc.)
lOd Natural materials used
lOe Other Methods
Table 1. Checklist (cent.)
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3. OBSERVATIONS ON THREE UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS IN
ANKARA
3.1. INTRODUCTION
To further actualize the findings o f the study, particularly the checklist, this last part o f 
the study aims at evaluating the newly built underground train stations o f Ankaray 
(Ankara Lightweight Public Transportation System). Three stations which have been 
put in to service in September 1996 were chosen as a case study. These three stations 
are: Kızılay, Tandoğan, and A.Ş.T.İ. (Ankara Inter-City Bus Terminal) stations. The 
evaluations were made in accordance to the checklist presented in section 2.6.
3.2. DESCRIPTION OF STATIONS STUDIED
Among the eleven built stations o f Ankaray, three with certain distinctive features 
were chosen for the case study. The locations o f these stations within the city and the 
route o f Ankaray can be seen in Fig. 19.
The first o f these is the Kızılay train station which is the largest o f the stations. This 
station is placed at Kızılay, which can be considered as the city center, both in terms 
o f its location in the city and also because o f  the commercial activities positioned here. 
After the completion o f the “metro”, which is a heavier underground transportation 
system than Ankaray, Kızılay will be the intersection point o f  these two systems. The 
underground hall o f the station has been planned to be an underground shopping
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center as well, and today a number o f shops have already been put into service. Half 
o f the Kızılay underground station is currently open to public, serving for Ankaray, 
and the other half will be opened with the utilization o f “metro”, which is under 
construction at the moment. There are five main entrances open today, but Kızılay 
station will have a total o f nine main entrances functioning after the completion of the
“metro”.
The Tandogan underground station is the second o f the selected stations. Tandogan 
station is differentiated from the other stations by its entrance, being an above ground 
structure. The entrance does not consist only o f a sign and a pair o f stairs, but it has a 
visible mass that can be perceived from outside. Having an above-ground covering 
also has enabled daylight to be introduced to the main underground platform. Another 
characteristic o f the o f the station is its plan type, which is a straight open plan (Fig. 
21).
The A.§ .T.i. train station being the last station on one end o f the route, is placed next 
to the Ankara Inter-City Bus Terminal, and connected to it through a passageway. 
Thus, the passengers coming from other cities can use the A.§.T.I. station to directly 
go to other parts o f the Ankara. For this purpose a mechanized walk-way has been 
planned through the rather long connecting passageway, so that the passengers can 
carry their luggage easily. However, this mechanized system has not yet been utilized, 
but the pit opened for its construction can be seen (Fig. 44). The drawings o f  the 
A.§.T.i. station can be seen in Figures 24-27.
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3.3.1. The Research Question and Method
The case study has been conducted as a non-experimental, observation research. The 
research question is to find out to what extent these underground train stations fit the 
criteria determined by the findings o f the study.
The checklist that has been prepared was used as a tool to record the necessary data 
concerning the design considerations o f underground train stations. Besides the 
utilization o f the checklist, photographs were taken to further illustrate the design 
features o f the stations, and basic plans and general layouts o f the stations are also 
presented within this study to clarify some o f the issues.
Checklists were filled mainly in December 1996, but a pilot study was conducted 
beforehand in October 1996, according to a primary version o f the checklist. During 
the pilot-study some questions were seen to be inefficient and removed from the 
checklist, and a number o f new questions were introduced. The checklist has evolved 
and changed through this period both in terms o f question types and in terms o f the 
structure o f the checklist itself However, the issues that were under investigation have 
remained the same.
3.3. CASE STUDY
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The results o f the observation, represented in the checklists, can be seen in 
Appendix. Table 2 shows the total numbers o f various answers given to the checklist 
questions under the specific headings. However, these numbers do not exactly reflect 
the overall performance o f the stations, since the importance o f certain answers vary. 
For example, the legibility o f a map and the absence o f a safety egress system should 
not be quantified equally. In addition, the priorities o f certain criteria may change 
under different circumstances. However, it should also be noted that every “Yes” 
answer, still represents a positive characteristic of the station, and every “No” answer, 
the opposite; thus giving a general idea on the design characteristics o f the stations. 
Table 3 shows the normalized ratings o f the answers, excluding the answers to not 
applicable cases.
3.3.2. The Findings of the Case Study
Kizilay A.§.T.I. Tandogan
No.of
ques.
Yes not
suff.
No N/A Yes not
Sllff.
No N/A Yes not
Sllff.
No N/A
Functional 38 17 5 15 1 13 6 14 5 23 4 9 2
Safety 16 5 3 8 - 4 3 9 - 9 1 6 -
Psyc.^est. 17 6 - 11 - 7 1 9 - 8 1 6 2
TOTAL 71 28 8 34 1 24 10 32 5 40 6 21 4
Table 2. Answers to the checklist questions.
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Kızılay A.Ş.T.I Tandogan
No.of
ques.
Yes not Sllff. No Yes not suff. No Yes not suff. No
Functional 38 0.46 0.14 0.4 0.4 0.18 0.42 0.64 0.11 0.25
Safety 16 0.31 0.19 0.5 0.25 0.19 0.56 0.56 0.06 0.38
Psyc.^est. 17 0.35 0 0.65 0.41 0.06 0.53 0.54 0.07 0.4
TOTAL 71 0.4 0.12 0.48 0.36 0.15 0.49 0.60 0.09 0.31
Table 3. Normalized values of the answers.
The following evaluations point out the basic design features o f the three stations, 
taking reference from the data collected through the use of the checklists.
3.3.2.1. Evaluation o f the Stations with Regard to Functional Criteria;
In general, it can be observed that the functional criteria has received the highest rate 
o f “yes” answers in all o f the train stations, with reference to safety, psychological and 
aesthetic criteria.
In terms o f indication from the exterior, the underground train stations have been 
identified by the same sign system, which can be seen from various distances and 
view angles (Fig. 32-33). However, Kızılay station, with various entrances, is not 
indicated architecturally by a visible mass (Fig. 34). On the other hand, A.Ş.T.İ. (Fig. 
35) and especially Tandogan (Fig. 36), which has turned out to be a landmark o f the 
area, station entrances can be perceived also by their visible mass.
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Figure 32, Exterior Signage o f the Kızılay Station.
Figure 33. Exterior Signage o f the Tandoğan Station.
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Figure 34. The Entrance to the Kızılay Station from Karanfil Sokak.
Figure 35. The Entrance to the A.Ş.T.Î. Station.
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Figure 36. The Entrance Building o f the Tandogan Station.
One o f the main drawbacks of all the stations is the absence o f a well-ilinctioning 
access system for the mobility-impaired people. Although they all have an alternative 
entrance at the turnstiles for the mobility-impaired (Fig. 37), there are no solutions 
provided such as ramps or elevators, at other parts o f the stations, especially the stairs 
(Fig 38, 46).
Figure 37. The Alternative Entrance for the Mobility Impaired.
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Figure 38. The Stairways to the Kızılay Station.
Apart from the Tandogan station (Fig. 39, 50), which has a very narrow train waiting 
platform, (only about 1.2 meter o f free space, when seats and the danger zone are 
excluded) passenger congestion does not seem to constitute a problematic issue, 
today. However, there will always be a possibility o f congestion in the future, when 
more routes are added to the system and new stations are opened.
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Figure 39. Train Waiting Platform o f the Tandoğan Station,
As a common characteristic of the stations, the sign systems are legible. They 
correspond to the color standards of the Turkish Standards (TS853), and also have 
correct sizing (TS 950)(Fig. 40, 42). The city maps are present in all o f the stations, 
with enough area around them, so that they do not interfere with the circulation (Fig. 
28, 40, 41). Apart from this, the map o f the underground station is also placed in the 
Kızılay station (Fig, 42). However, as a main drawback, it has been seen that not all of 
the signs are placed at consistent and predictable locations. Furthermore, from certain 
viewpoints, the general lighting fixtures cause a veiling reflection and glare over some 
of the signs (Fig. 43). Pictogram signs for illiterate, foreigners, and children are not 
provided apart from some informational signs (Fig. 44). There also some problematic
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points of safety egress signs, which will be discussed under the evaluation of safety
entena.
Figure 40. The Signage and City Map in the Kızılay Station.
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Figure 41. The Map Cases at the Kızılay Station.
Figure 42. The Plan and Directional Signage at the Kızılay Station.
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Figure 43. Reflection o f the Light from the Windows on Signage in the
T mdogan Station.
Figure 44. The Passageway Connecting the Station to A.§.T.I
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Access control systems basically consist o f turnpikes that are activated by magnetic- 
cards (Fig. 45). Because this system is not so well-known to Ankara citizens, there is a 
need for a human operator to aid the passengers. Apart from this, the access control 
systems work effectively.
Figure 45. Access Control Systems in the Tandoğan Station.
There are no major problems concerning the physiological comfort o f the stations as 
can be seen from the checklists. The “piston-effect” o f the trains maintain the 
ventilation at the station, and in Kızılay station which is the largest and most crowded 
o f all, there is an additional ventilation system. The noise from trains and mechanical 
equipment do not cause any disturbance. The noise from people also does not cause
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any disturbance, but this may need a review in the future when more routes are 
established, thus the passenger number increases.
As can be seen from the checklists (Appendix), a particular attention has not been 
given to further identify the stations by the use o f  architectural or artistic elements. 
Yet, a slight color change o f the wall tiles is the only differentiative aspect that is used 
to distinguish the stations from each other.
3.3.2.2. Evaluation o f the Stations with Regard to Safety Criteria:
Table 2 indicates that there are not many “yes” answers checked considering the 
safety criteria. However, it should also be noted that the negative answers mainly 
result from the questions under safety against crime part o f the questions (see 
Appendix). The stations are equipped with emergency lighting systems, surveillance 
rooms, and a special system to counteract smoke in a fire situation, thus they seem to 
be well prepared to cope with a disaster. Observing the answers under safety against 
crime, Tandogan station seems to be better among the three stations because o f its 
plan and general layout.
A beneficial point that should be mentioned about the Kizilay Station in terms o f 
safety is that, there are five main entrances/exits which can provide several safety 
egress routes familiar to the user. Since, these emergency exits are used also as main 
entrance/exits, they are wide enough to facilitate safe egress (Fig. 46).
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Figure 46. The Entrance/Exit at the Kızılay Station.
The main shortcoming o f the safety egress signs in most o f the stations, is that they 
are usually placed at higher points above the view angle, furthermore they are mostly 
not illuminated (Fig. 47), and small in size. They also serve only to two directions 
(front and back), which disable them to be seen from side angles.
Figure 47. The Exit Sign in the Kızılay Station.
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Although there are no smoke traps or fire-curtains that might have slowed down the 
spread rate o f smoke and fire, a special system that create an air flow in the opposite 
direction o f the exits (thus removing smoke and clearing visibility) have been utilized.
Considering crime prevention, Kızılay and A.Ş.T.İ. stations are disadvantageous. The 
large columns that block visibility, sharp corners that cover isolated comers (Fig. 48) 
and the difficulties o f orientation can give way to criminal activities, as they were 
commonly observed in European and United States undergrounds. A.Ş.T.I. stations’ 
waiting platforms suffer from clear visibility, and almost half o f the platform is unused 
and isolated because it is blocked by the staircases (Fig. 25). This also causes a rise o f 
congestion at the rest o f the platform. On the other hand, the straight open plan that is 
free o f visual obstacles, enhances both orientation, circulation and safety issues at 
Tandoğan station (Fig. 21).
Figure 48. A Sharp, Isolated Corner at the Kızılay Underground Shopping Hall.
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3.3.2.3. Evaluation o f  the Stations with Regard to Psychological Comfort and
%
Aesthetic Criteria;
Since the dimensions and volume o f the train stations are large enough to avoid 
negative associations related to underground environments, no special effort has been 
given to improve spaciousness. The entrances also provide enough spaciousness and 
lighting. The daylighting provided in Tandogan station helps obtain a warm 
atmosphere and increases the quality o f the space. However, the repetitive wall tiles 
and the dull colors applied in all o f the three stations create an undesirable monotony, 
especially in Kızılay and A.Ş.T.İ stations, where there are a greater number o f 
passageways and halls.
Observing the checklists (Appendix), it can be claimed that all o f the stations lack an 
effort to create a pleasant environment by use o f architectural features or artworks 
(Fig. 49, 50). As a result o f this, the stations look very similar to each other and have 
a rather plain atmosphere.
Figure 49. The Main Hall of the A.Ş.T.İ. Station.
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Figure 50. The Train Platform o f the Tandogan Station.
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It should be noted that, the information given on Table 2 and Table 3 may seem as if 
every answer has an equal value or importance. However, such a method does not 
exactly represent the grade or the serviceability o f an underground train station. For 
example, upon observing table 3, it would be untrue and unjust to claim that Kızılay 
station is a 31% safe environment. The reason underlying this is that the answers do 
not constitute an equivalent basis so that they can be mathematically added up. The 
elements o f the station that are under evaluation may not be equally essential, 
functional, or in other words, important.
A method where questions have certain values according to their importance can be 
applied in order to grade the underground train stations by using such a checklist. 
Every question can be given a certain value, for example a grade between 1 to 5, and 
if the subject (the station under evaluation) positively fulfills the answer then that 
much points can be given. In this way a clearer and exact grading o f  the stations can 
be achieved. This method, however, has its own drawbacks. First o f  all it would be 
hard to consider the values o f the questions as universal. For example, a special 
ventilation system (other than the “piston-effect” created by the trains) may not be an 
essential equipment for an underground train station in Ankara, but it will be a vital 
issue in a very hot and humid environment such as Antalya. Likewise, a map showing 
the layout o f the station may be very important for both wayfinding and safety issues 
in Kızılay station, but it may not be so valuable at a small station such as Tandogan.
3.4. Discussion on the Method of Evaluation
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This shows that the grading is highly dependent on the context that the station is in, 
thus different gradings might have been required for every station. A second point that 
should be regarded is that the grades given would depend on very personal thoughts, 
in other words, they may be subjective. For example, the importance o f applying 
artwork to the station may be very important for one person (observer), but it may not 
be so for another.
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5. CONCLUSION:
Creating an environment today requires a collaboration o f various professions and 
disciplines. In order to achieve healthy and pleasant environments, specialized people 
and specialized knowledge should gather and examine the problems from various 
aspects. The planning and construction o f  an underground train station gets its’ share 
from this understanding, as well. There are many aspects o f this issue ranging from 
human psychology to art, and from criminology to graphic design, that should be 
considered.
As a primary objective, this study attempted to bring these issues to discussion. Thus, 
data from various disciplines have been compiled in order to define the design 
considerations for underground train stations. Not only the proven data, but also 
certain concepts that are currently under discussion in literature have also been 
examined. This compilation has established the “database” o f  the study. This database 
has been used for the constitution o f a checklist, which aims at serving the members 
o f  a design team during the design or renovation phases o f an underground train 
station.
To further actualize the findings o f this first part o f the study, the checklist needed to 
be applied to a certain case. This case was chosen as the recently built Ankara
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Lightweight Public Transportation System (Ankaray). Ten o f the eleven stations o f 
Ankaray were built underground, thus they provided a good ground for the case 
study. Three o f the stations with certain distinctive features were chosen. The study 
consisted o f application o f the checklist for recording data, and accompanied by 
photographs o f  the locations that were under evaluation.
Finally, the answers obtained from the checklist have been discussed and the 
underground train stations were evaluated. The problematic and well functioning 
design features o f the stations, together with those that may become problematic in 
the future were discussed according to the data obtained from the checklist.
The checklist, which can be considered as the main outcome o f this study, however, 
should not be considered as a ubiquitous source o f  data collection for underground 
train stations, as discussed in part 3.4. Many o f  the features questioned may gain more 
or less importance according to many variables, like the geographic location o f the 
station. Likewise, certain criteria may become obsolete in time.
This study attempted to cover as many aspects o f the issue as possible. However, 
analyzing these topics in a more detailed manner was sacrificed meanwhile. Apart 
from the size and the content o f the study, this also results from the scarcity o f 
standards about underground train stations in literature. Underground train stations 
can be considered as a recent development in building history (no more than a 
hundred years), therefore there are many aspects o f this issue that can be further
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investigated. As a prospect for a future work, the topics that are discussed in this 
study can be examined in greater detail.
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APPENDIX
CHECKLISTS FILLED FOR THE THREE
UNDERGROUND STATIONS IN
ANKARA
Kızılay Station
-^----- j-------------------------------------------------------------------
CHECKLIST OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR
UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS
1. FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA
1.1. CIRCULATION AND LAYOUT Yes Yes, but not No Comments
sufficient
1 Is the function of the building indicated to i
exterior by: j
1a Signage I X
1b Architectural Landmark |
1c Visible Mass j
2 Is there an access for the mobility-impaired? i X O N L ' i  AT Tl/PAfeTlUeS2a If yes, is it integrated with the main entry?
2b If turnstiles are used in the entrance, is an alternative entranc^xC
for the mobility-impaired provided?
3 Is there enough area to wait especially at areas
of passenger congestion, in platforms?
4 Are there any means applied to further identify the
environment by:
4a Architectural landmarks
4b Architecturally defined paths
4c Color
4d Texture
5 ¡Are the architectural elements such as entrances, exits,
¡and paths clear and visible?
o
Kızılay Station
6 Are the obstacles that block visibility avoided? X -----------------------------------------------------------------------7 Has the legibility of the signs been established by:
/a Correct placement of signs X r----------------------------------------------------------------------7b Correct sizing ►
7c Correct lighting of signs ( Is the possibility of glare prevented?) X
*---------------------- ------------------------------— ------------------------------------------
8 Is the possible confusion of signs with background
prevented? I
9 Has the clarity of the sign system been established by: |
9a Directional arrows corresponding with the places they show
9b An understandable information system
9c Non-verbal signs for illiterate, foreigners, and children X9d Directional signs in alternative directions
10 Does the color of the sign correspond to the standards?
11 If there are any maps, directories, etc.?
11a Are they placed at points where people pass? K i e r  Ai-<_ .
11b Is there enough area to look at them without blocking the
passage of other passengers? X11c Are they simple enough to be understood by everyone?
11d Are the certain landmarks of the station shown on maos? ------------ ^ ---------------A ------------- X12 Does the access control system effectively control passage
through zones, avoiding any leaks? ,X12a Are the access control systems capable of controlling
passage withouth the aid of a human operator? --------------------------------------------- 1X12b Are the materials of the access control devices chosen
considering vandalism? X12c Is the access control system flexible for interchangibility? X
o
00
Kızılay Station
1.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT ! ------- -^-------------------------------------------- ------------------------1
i
1 Does the "piston-effect" of the trains provide enough
ventilation?
1a Are there any other means of ventilation or humidity control
especially at passenger congestion points?
Ib Is there any means of ventilation at the passegaways? X SuTiPbCb NJcrr Cot^tlÛTusrç A2 Is the possible noise that may be caused by the trains
avoided?
2a Is the possible noise that may be caused by the
machinery and equipment avoided? 't x2b Is the possible noise that may be caused by the r ^
passengers avoided? --- *-------c - 1 1 '
3 Is the possibility of a disturbing contrast between the interior
and exterior lighting levels, (especially at the entrance and
exit points), avoided? X4 If daylighting is provided, does excessive brightness and
glare prevented?
2. SAFETY CRITERIA
2.1. SAFETY AGAINST DISASTERS
1 Are the emergency signs visible enough? X2 Is an information on how to react at an emergency
situation provided? X3 Is information on layout and egress system provided?
4 Is there an emergency lighting system? i X j
5 Is there a surveillance control system?
oVO
Kızılay Station
6 Is the width of the exits wide enough to facilitate safe ■ ■ " V  ;— m  AR€ ujW'C  eKtoumy W4-egress? ^ ^ ------
7 Is there an open central space through the stairs?
X8 Are there any smoke traps? X9 Are there any smoke-curtains made of fire-resistant
material?
X10 Áre any other means applied to aid safe egress? ><1
2.2. SAFETY AGAINST CRIME AND VANDALISM
1 Are sharp comers that block visibility avoided?
2 Áre isolated places avoided?
3 Is enough lighting provided especially at points of less
passenger density?
4 Is visibility of all parts from any point provided? X5 Are the points of congestion eliminated/minimised? X
6 Is quick circulation provided? X .
3. PSYCHOLOGICAL COMFORT and AESTHETICS ’
1 Does the entrance provide enough spaciousness and
lighting in order to prevent negative associations related to
underground? ^
2 Does the entrance provide any clues on what may be inside
for the passenger? X3 Are the dimensions and volume of the passageways
enough to overcome any negative associations related to
underground?
Kızılay Station
4 Are the ends of the passageways visible? ------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------------
5 Do the routes constitute a simple, unconfusing path avoiding ^  1
mazes? ___________________________________________________________________
6 Has the spaciousness of the environment been enhanced by:
6a Strong colors and contrasts avoided? 1
6b Too much texture avoided?
6c Lines, patterns, and textures applied in a way to |
improve spaciousness? i X
6d Lighter and less saturated colors applied? p x C
7 Are fittings (such as pipes, cables, etc.) hidden? l><C
8 Is any form of natural light applied?
9 Are any methods applied to give a distinctive characteristic
to the station? X10 Are any of the following methods applied to create a warm
and pleasant environment:
10a Artworks
10b Plants or underground gardens
10c Water (such as fountains, pools, etc.)
lOd Natural materials used
10e Other Methods
A.§.T.I. Station
i -----------------1-------
CHECKLIST OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR
UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS
1. FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA
1.1. CIRCULATION AND LAYOUT Yes Yes, but not No Comments
sufficient
1 Is the function of the building indicated to
exterior by:
1a Signage X1b Architectural Landmark X1c Visible Mass X2 Is there an access for the mobility-impaired? '
2a If yes, is it integrated with the main entry? b x T
2b If turnstiles are used in the entrance, is an alternative entrance
for the mobility-impaired provided?
3 Is there enough area to wait especially at areas
of passenger congestion, in platforms? ---------- X------------ -——--- -2—!---------WL—!-y .  >--J ^ ^_____\TT6 K cn
4 Are there any means applied to further identify the
environment by:
4a Architectural landmarks !
4b Architecturally defined paths
4c Color ¿rtANGC/bpJbotiri 5TA;Tii7»vJS>4d Texture X5 Are the architectural elements such as entrances, exits. TiW5 P.V’(TS KioT lAJ^A^' iKVP\<AT€D.and paths clear and visible? . Tv rA£;T KNOOa VtXAVrtl-U 0^Jt>VR
A.Ç.T.I. Station
6 Are the obstacles that block visibility avoided?
7 Has the legibility of the signs been established by: j
7a Correct placement of signs X7b Correct sizing
7c Correct lighting of signs ( Is the possibility of glare prevented?) X
--------------------------------------------------------- - -- ----- ----------------------------------—-----------
8 Is the possible confusion of signs with background |
prevented?
9 Has the clarity of the sign system been established by:
9a Directional arrows corresponding with the places they show X . 7 ^  A l AS li Ki9b An understandable information system l > <
---------------------------------- —^ ^
IS M<7T C L & tK U i9c Non-verbal signs for illiterate, foreigners, and children X9d Directional signs in alternative directions
10 Does the color of the sign correspond to the standards?
11 If there are any maps, directories, etc.?
l i a Are they placed at points where people pass? N /A
11b Is there enough area to look at them without blocking the
passage of other passengers? J W · --------------------------------------------------------------
11c Are they simple enough to be understood by everyone? K /A11d Are the certain landmarks of the station shown on maps? I U /A .
12 Does the access control system effectively control passage
through zones, avoiding any leaks?
12a Are the access control systems capable of controlling |
passage withouth the aid of a human operator? | x:12b Are the materials of the access control devices chosen
considering vandalism?
12c Is the access control system flexible for interchangibility? 3 F ^ F f C A iL y t r>?iSkAlE7> 'FbK.TfiîS Pl/emnr
A.Ç.T.I. Station
1.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT
I
1 Does the "piston-effect" of the trains provide enough j
ventilation?
1a Are there any other means of ventilation or humidity control !
especially at passenger congestion points?
1b Is there any means of ventilation at the passegaways? I
2 Is the possible noise that may be caused by the trains
avoided? XIs the possible noise that may be caused by the
machinery and equipment avoided?
2b Is the possible noise that may be caused by the i
~
passengers avoided? I X
Is the possibility of a disturbing contrast between the interior |
and exterior lighting levels, (especially at the entrance and j r< o T  Ccf^’-rnn/fTT A  f H o E U i s t y )  ¡ K /exit points), avoided? I~4~ If daylighting is provided, does excessive brightness and Nl / A
glare prevented?
2. SAFETY CRITERIA
----------------- - ------------------------------------------------------------------------- i
2.1. SAFETY AGAINST DISASTERS I
i
T " Are the emergency signs visible enough? X . Nor'/LLvm:2 Is an information on how to react at an emergency
situation provided? X“ s" I Is information on layout and egress system provided? X4 Is there an emergency lighting system? [5 Is there a surveillance control system?
A.§.T.I. Station
6 Is the width of the exits wide enough to facilitate safe THCmAiW CVJIS N f + ' l ^egress? :  : > c
— 1 1 V  1 ■ V—Lx j-------- i  1 " - ^ 7  /  1—^  1 *
7 Is there an open central space through the stairs?
8 Are there any smoke traps? X9 Are there any smoke-curtains made of fire-resistant
material? X10 Are any other means applied to aid safe egress? X \ / ! e N T 7L /n i /7 N
2.2. SAFETY AGAINST CRIME AND VANDALISM
1 Are sharp comers that block visibility avoided? X2 Are isolated places avoided? X3 Is enough lighting provided especially at points of less |
passenger density? "
4 Is visibility of all parts from any point provided? X5 Are the points of congestion eliminated/minimised? X rru i^ P :6 Is quick circulation provided? X P K o 7 ^ i f 7 Y ) / i T T o .
3. PSYCHOLOGICAL COMFORT and AESTHETICS
1 Does the entrance provide enough spaciousness and
lighting in order to prevent negative associations related to
underground? > < l2 Does the entrance provide any clues on what may be inside
for the passenger? X3 Are the dimensions and volume of the passageways TH f^ 1?t5SAt:5ELAr/(^enough to overcome any negative associations related to rrrVrSlarvtunderground? -----------' = - ^ — -------- 1— — l·» \  — i  1 I t T i ___0 _ V J r T \
A.§.T.I. Station
4 Are the ends of the passageways visible?
5 Do the routes constitute a simple, unconfusing path avoiding i ?/|fi86Siu/WTt> ¡ 5  A S "
mazes? > < iToatL is no^ijugll
6 Has the spaciousness of the environment been enhanced by:
6a Strong colors and contrasts avoided?
6b Too much texture avoided?
6c Lines, patterns, and textures applied in a way to ]
improve spaciousness? i X
6d Lighter and less saturated colors applied? C xC
7 Are fittings (such as pipes, cables, etc.) hidden? lX ”
8 Is any form of natural light applied? ! X
9 Are any methods applied to give a distinctive characteristic
to the station? I X
10 Are any of the following methods applied to create a warm
and pleasant environment: i
10a Artworks
10b Plants or underground gardens
10c Water (such as fountains, pools, etc.)
lOd Natural materials used
lOe Other Methods i
cs
Tando§an Station
1 '
CHECKLIST OF DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR !
UNDERGROUND TRAIN STATIONS i
1. FUNCTIONAL CRITERIA
1.1. CIRCULATION AND LAYOUT Yes Yes, but not No Comments
sufficient
1 Is the function of the building indicated to
exterior by:
1a Signage
1b Architectural Landmark
1c Visible Mass
2 Is there an access for the mobility-impaired? NoT AT <VT7»riR^2a if yes, is it integrated with the main entry? |
2b If turnstiles are used in the entrance, is an alternative entrance
for the mobility-impaired provided? > <3 Is there enough area to wait especially at areas ?UAT í^7Rnn<. ARe, X ^ o  NARrxPU/ ,
of passenger congestion, in platforms? X4 Áre there any means applied to further identify the
environment by:
4a Architectural landmarks
4b Architecturally defined paths
4c Color
4d Texture X
5 Are the architectural elements such as entrances, exits.
and paths clear and visible?
Tandoâan Station
6 Are the obstacles that block visibility avoided? ------- 1
7 Has the legibility of the signs been established by: _____^___________
7a Correct placement of signs
7b Correct sizing
7c Correct lighting of signs ( Is the possibility of glare p re ve n te d ? X
8 Is the possible confusion of signs with background i
prevented? iX T
9 Has the clarity of the sign system been established by:
9a Directional arrows corresponding with the places they show
9b An understandable information system
9c Non-verbal signs for illiterate, foreigners, and children X
9d Directional signs in alternative directions
10 Does the color of the sign correspond to the standards?
11 If there are any maps, directories, etc.?
Are they placed at points where people pass?
11b Is there enough area to look at them without blocking the
passage of other passengers?
11c Are they simple enough to be understood by everyone? X11d Are the certain landmarks of the station shown on maps? N /A x  U o  LAMDtMARKb
12 Does the access control system effectively control passage
through zones, avoiding any leaks? X12a Are the access control systems capable of controlling
passage withouth the aid of a human operator? X12b Are the materials of the access control devices chosen
considering vandalism? X
12c Is the access control system flexible for interchangibility? X
00
Tandogian Station
1.2. PHYSIOLOGICAL COMFORT
!I
1 Does the "piston-effect" of the trains provide enough |
ventilation?
1a Are there any other means of ventilation or humidity control
especially at passenger congestion points? X
1b Is there any means of ventilation at the passegaways? N /A  No
2 Is the possible noise that may be caused by the trains
avoided?
2a Is the possible noise that may be caused by the
machinery and equipment avoided?
H2b Is the possible noise that may be caused by the
passengers avoided?
3 Is the possibility of a disturbing contrast between the interior
and exterior lighting levels, (especially at the entrance and |
exit points), avoided?
4 If daylighting is provided, does excessive brightness and
glare prevented? ¿AM t r  A  AT  .sotAmeic
2. SAFETY CRITERIA
I
I
!
2.1. SAFETY AGAINST DISASTERS
1 Are the emergency signs visible enough? X2 Is an information on how to react at an emergency
situation provided? X
3 Is information on layout and egress system provided? X4 Is there an emergency lighting system?
5 Is there a surveillance control system?
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6 Is the width of the exits wide enough to facilitate safe
egress?
7 Is there an open central space through the stairs? I
8 Are there any smoke traps? __________________
9 Are there any smoke-curtains made of fire-resistant
material?
10 Are any other means applied to aid safe egress?
2.2. SAFETY AGAINST CRIME AND VANDALISM
1 Are sharp comers that block visibility avoided?
2 Áre isolated places avoided? !
3 Is enough lighting provided especially at points of less
passenger density? ><4 Is visibility of all parts from any point provided? > <
5 Are the points of congestion eliminated/minimised? X N A R k f x , j  T kA n K J6 Is quick circulation provided? > <  . f U A l F O f i / n s
3. PSYCHOLOGICAL COMFORT and AESTHETICS
1 Does the entrance provide enough spaciousness and
lighting in order to prevent negative associations related to
underground? > <
2 Does the entrance provide any clues on what may be inside
for the passenger? K3 Are the dimensions and volume of the passageways
enough to overcome any negative associations related to
¡underground? 1 NJ/A
SJ
o
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4 Are the ends of the passageways visible? !
5 Do the routes constitute a simple, unconfusing path avoiding i
mazes? t> < ^
6 Has the spaciousness of the environment been enhanced by:
6a Strong colors and contrasts avoided?
6b Too much texture avoided?
6c Lines, patterns, and textures applied in a way to
improve spaciousness? X
6d Lighter and less saturated colors applied?
7 Are fittings (such as pipes, cables, etc.) hidden?
8 is any form of natural light applied?
9 Are any methods applied to give a distinctive characteristic tH e  ouaooV: ^
to the station? X
10 Are any of the following methods applied to create a warm j
and pleasant environment: 1
10a Artworks
10b Plants or underground gardens
10c Water (such as fountains, pools, etc.)
lOd Natural materials used
lOq Other Methods
to
